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In Time of Peace, etc.
of the state univeisity that conservative snake, now roused to accelerated ac- than a lentil, and all its cells were
T h e R oyal Baking
gentlemen would have given the story tivity.
^ea(^'
Napoleon beleived that Providence
A voice roee wrathfully in the back
little credence had it not been for the j Holding her weapon between her
Dr. Bashford has lately shown that 8ided with the heavy artillery. Secretary
yard.
" Wee-lie ! W hat iss this ?
Powder is the greatest
unimpeachible authority of a celebrated ; teeth. Anna worked her way nearly to the histological lessons characteristic of Bonaparte and Admiral Dewey have
You fell in the pig trough? Come
naturalist, who has reported it as the end of her tough support. Throsv- cancer throughout the vertebrates are moaified (hat to read heaviest battle- possible aid to the pas
baa*, that 1 beat you ! Come here, I
occasionally occurring among the large, ir.g out her ri^bt hand, she was able to indentical with those characteristic of ships. Before the house committee on
•ay I”
much-to-be-dreaded species of the catch the big limb, at tJie base o the disease in man. It seems permis- naval affairs in Washington last week try cook in producing
WiHie did not accept the invitation.
Eastern States— the Crotalus horridus, which Willie, almost insensible, still sible, therefore, to assume that the tryp-' the former asked for an appropriation
A ahnll whimpering was his sole religh t, w hite,
huddled. Then she swung, pendulum sm treatment would have the same re for two 10,000-ton battleships, and sug sw eet,
or banded rattler.
aponae. Twelve-year-old Anna stepped
To Anna’s unutterable surprise, the like, by her hands, increasing her sults in men that it has had in mice. gested as an alternative one of 19,400 flaky, wholesome bis
to the kitchen door, peering round the
momentum. At the right moment she Dr. Shaw-Mackeni/e has already made tons. Speaking before the same com
lath. " P a ’s sco’ding Willie,” she an snake turned for refuge to a near-by
released the redwood bough and flung experiments with this substance, which mittee Admiral Dewey is reported to cuit, cake and all kinds
oak-tree.
Perhaps
he
came
against
it
nounced to her mother.
her light body full upon the young oak. he administered both by mouth and have declared for the 18,000 ton type.
The storm continued to rage in the unintentionally, as the rattlesnake sees
badly by daylight. At any late, he Grasping the limb with both hands, she hypodermically, in the effort to prevent The heavy battleship is rising in favor of raised food.
back vard.
hauled herself np beside the terrified the return of cancer in a human patient among the nations. The Dreadnought,
"8buat look at your clothes ! Oo reared his head against it much as he
boy.
Governor Johnson, of Minnesota, is
after operation, and with apparent f launched in England last month, has a
now 1 To tha creek wit* yon ! Coma would have done in ascending the side
The
snake,
shaken
by
the
tumult
credited
with saying that he doea "not
success.
But
it
is
obvious
that
much
displacement
of
18,000
tons.
Japan
is
not In tha house until you are cleaned. of a sunny boulder in the early days of
more
will
have
to
be
done
in
above,
wavered
and
stopped.
As
i
his> chilled awakening from hiu winter
this line! preparing to build three ships of the believe that any man should have more
A c h l”
rule, a rattlesnake, conscious of his de before Dr. Beard can be acclaimed with same size or larger. France has de- than $10,000 a year, h r if he lives
sleep.
Rx-8ta-Captain Schulz, now pruneHe writhed spirally but slowly up its fense, makes a good fight ; but here the certainty as the discoverer of a remedy dared through the minister of marine right he does not need any more.” He
growaf In the mountain boundary west
conditions were unusual and ctinfusing. which will do for career what Dr. that she proposes to build three monsters is not belligerent about it, nor does he
of Santa Claro Valley, turned in at rough trunk, which seemed from
eighteen to twenty inches in circumfer On level ground, where he could have Behring's serum has done for diphtheria. of the same size, and Germany has an propose to take away the excess of in
Urn kitchen door.
coiled, and where his sensitive under Bather is the ‘trypsin cure to be classed nounced her intention of recasting her come from persons who have more than
“ 1 Son*I know what to do wit’ the ence. When the rocks ceased flying he
surface could have slid comfortably with the present stage of Dr. Behring’s naval program in order to increase the $10,000, but merely suggests that the
toy. Oo, mine Anna, get the lad a would halt, evidently not half liking
over smooth earth, he would not have search for a tuberculosis remedy.”
tonnage of the eighteen ships which are excess should be devoted to good works.
dean ahirt, and take it down to the his task, to wave his bluntly triangular
—N.
Y.
Evening
Post.
shirked
combat
when
cornered.
Now,
to be completed by the end of 1917. Ten thousand dollars a year is a good
hea 1 in the direction where the moving
meek.**
with
his
enemy
mysteriously
above,
his
Admiral Dewey, before the house com deal of money, especially when it comes
On Annn*» return from the bathing- shadow indicated to hia blurred vision
one idea seemed to be escape.
*‘I knew a man , sick with diabetes, mittee, said that the next enemy that in without labor and leaves its possess
p d * . add softly to her mother, the position of his enemy. But on the
Willie
jabbered
an
idiotic
welcome.
who had been condemned to death by the United States would have to meet or the use of his time. But u is a great
MWillie isn't at tbs creek. Perhaps he resumption of active ! oatilities, he
“
He
can’t
strike
until
he
gets
clear
would begin again his painful ascent.
the doctors. They said that he could would be Japan or Germany and that deal more money in some places than in
has ran off."
here,” Anna reassured him. “ He
not possibly live three months. Never the naval programs of those two others. There are very rich men in
“ Ow-w-w-ch !”
sounded a howl
**0 child, don't bother me about
can’t coil.”
theless, he survived for thirty years. countries made it necessary that we Minnesota who could spare $10,000 out
W illie ! Ha’ll run hack again fast from above. Looking up at the cry,
Her rapid blows still further dis
of their incomes a good many times a
Many incurable’ consumptives of my should be prepared to cope with either
enough, he's that scared of the moun Anna discerned among the clustering
mayed her antagonist. He bit vicious
year and not miss it. Nevertheless we
of
them
on
equal
terms
as
regards
the
former acquaintance are today perfectly
leaves of the black oak a huddled
tains and the trees."
ly at the stick, touching it more than
presume that in Minnesota that amount
well. In one such case, where the armament and gunfire of our ships.
Anna was conscious of an under figure, with raccoou-like eyes, peering
of
annual income commands a moder
once ; for the rattler’s strike is deadly
patient recovered his health entirely, The great lessen of the battle in the
current of sympathy with the forlorn down at the mounting snake, to escape
ately luxurious style of living. The
swift, despite his languid locomotion.
but died eventually of another disease, Sea of Japan points cnvaringly to the
waif hor father had brought from the from which he had, in fact, climbed the
possessor of it can probably live more
At last Anna, settling herself firmly
heavy,
long-range
gun
as
the
sea
I made a postmortem examination, and
•Ky eomo months before. The very tree.
comfortably than the great majority of
on the limb, raised her club with both
weapon
of
the
future.
Torpedo
boats
found that both of his lungs were liter
Willie,” ahe shouted’ “jump !
Into and awe with which the mountains
his neighbors in the same social group
hands and delivered a slashing blow on
ally a mass of seams and scars from are of little value in open sea action
tH kl her imaginative soul gave her The snake’s coming 1 Jump !”
as
himself. But in New York it is a
the neck of her foe, breaking, as they
The snake stopped, confused, craning
apex to base. They looked as if they umil the enemy’s ships have been so
eensprehsnsion of the fear with which
modest income on which the family of a
afterward found, his vertebral column.
had been sewn up and stitched together crippled by heavy gun fire that they
th i f imbued the dull-witted offspring its head upward at the new complica
merchant or professional man may
The darting head hung Kmp ; a pro
can
close
in
without
undue
risk.
Sub
in every direction. It was, indeed, an
tion, then downward at his own adver
of San Francisco gutters.
subsist comfortably with careful man
gressive loosening ran through the molsary.
Its
hesitation
would
make
admirable example of nature’s handi marines are also dependent to a large
WiHie~did not return all that long,
t«d coils ; there was a slight rasping
extent for their effectiveness on the agement and give children better
August day. The captain and his Willie's escape practicable, if he could sound, a thud, and then a whitish heap work : she had done the mending for
educational chances than the public
herself, after the man had been given work of the battleships. The larger the
Amerienu wife spread and dipped conqner his crazy fear.
schools afioid. It isn’t riches, by a
<>n the ground, which Anna cleared
projectile
the
heavier
must
be
the
arma
up. ‘‘N ot long ago I was treating a
‘‘Willie, break off a limb— beat it
pranas busily on the hot south slope.
when, swinging down by her hands to man who was slowly dying on his feet, ment to resist it and the larger and long shot. A New York family can
The box-laden wagon rolled by at in- back ! I can run !”
a safe distance, she leaped lightly to
as one might say, from ‘biood change’— steadier the platform from which the “ live right’’ and need very considerably
The snake undulated a few inches
Houeehold duties went belterthe ground.
that is to say, from what would be gun is to be fired. The Oregon has* more than $10,000 a year without
under Anna's mannagement. farther. The reiterated cry waa
Willie followed, dazed and fearful.
put into Honolulu harbor with her effort ©r sompunction. W hat we need
At sis o’clock Mrs. Schulz hot aud Willie’s only response. Anna’s quick He helped round up the cows, easting called, in medical parlance, malignant
anemia. He became so weak that he plates strains and her hull weakened depends in considerable measure upon
tlradt wakened her lazy little daughter, eye saw another chance.
whart our neighbors have, and what
furtive glances ahead and on each side
could not even take a drink of water from the jar and recoii of the heavy
' ’There’s that big limb on the red
outstMtehed beneath the hollyhocks and
at every footstep. Before entering the without help, and one day, when he guns in practice firing. The logic of scale of living prevails among our
wood. You can reach it. Swing across.
in Iks small front garden.
aatural associates. Right living, more
house, he slunk, although still agonized
was leaving my office, my assistant said the situation is clear. The mastery of
Mi b f graeious sake, Anna ! Horry ! It’s easy. You must !” stamping. with fear, through the golden twilight
over, dees not consist in living cheaply,
the
seas
lies
with
the
nation
that
can
to m e : ‘That’s the last of Kelly.
‘‘0 Willie, do it ! Do it !”
You’ve not done the dinner dishes !”
to the abhorred bathing-pool and lan
but in living usefully. There are many
We’ll never see him again.’ Sure mount the greatest number of heavy
Hsr sailor father had often reproved
"Have the cows come ?” Anna
guidly fluttering cross bars of the re
people
in New York whose usefulness
enough, he failed to turn up the next guns, seamanship and gunnery being
Anna for her delight in climbing and
veeouroefully.
pudiated gingham shirt.
is promoted by incomes vastly larger
week, and we concluded that he was equal. Heavy guns demand larger
1
If I hadn’t forgotten swinging from tree to tree, by means of
But Anna, too ill for supper, crept
than $10,000. If Governor Johnson
battleships.
These
in
turn
make
possi
dead. Nevertheless, as subsequently
Willie ! Come—hurry ! You’ll her long arms and practised hands.
into her father’s arms, where he sat on
will modify his opinion to read that no
appeared, Kelly was very far from be ble the use of still heavier guns. Mean
“ It iss not goodt for you to be a
Ifn to ga for the cows. I'll wash the
the vine-darkened veranda, and fed
man
in Minnesota, should have more
ing dead. What he did, after being while the second Hagne conference
monkey, mine Anna,” he would say.
dfoban”
asleep on his shoulder.
than $10,000 a year, we will not
dismissed for the last time was to go lingers in the dim and distant future.
Anna frit quite in the mood to go “ Little girls need nefer to go to the
“ Ach* mine Anna,” the captain
quarrel with it, though Mr. Hill may.
—Public
Opinion.
foe the sows. It meant an hour or so of masthead. Thou hast no call to be a said, tenderly, ‘‘it iss sometimes goodt home and to bed. He threw away his
But it isn’t a sound opinion as applied
patting barefooted and bareheaded sailor. Be only a brave kindchen, and for little girls to make themselves to be medicines, and his ‘old woman’ fed him
to New York.—Harpers Weekly.
regularly with tea and broth. From
Brutality in Russia.
nlong the soft dust of the road, or over help our goodt mother wit’ the dishes.” sailors !”
that
time
on
he
got
steadily
better,
and
His
admonition
would
dissolve
in
an
Russia, or at least her police, has not
tfca slippery brown grass of the moun
when we saw him again he had entire yet forgotten the old evil ways of the Vermont Still has Liquor Prob
tain pastures, with tall pines on every unrestrained roar of laughter as she
Have we Solved the Cancer ly recovered. You see, nature knew
lem.
wickedly “ shinned” up the porch post
torture chamber and the ‘‘third degree.”
hand and a gold-blue sky above.
Problem?
great deal more than we did about the In an open letter published in St.
The attempt of Vermont to remedy
ifoe muted about the missing Willie. to a coign of vantage on the vinecase.
covered
roof.
the
drink evil by means of local option
While
it
iu
cruel
in
the
last
degree
to
Petersburg last week Professor Courte
Had he carried out his occasional
‘‘It
is
a
very
curious
and
intersting
But
she
could
not
climb
the
tree
shows,
as yet, no signs of permanent
raise false hopes in the hearts of those
nay, a member of the Academy of
threat to ran away ?
wheie the snake still clung. There suffering from the most harrowing and fact that medical science today is not Sciences, described the practices of betterment of conditions. The report
"The road ias rpen, go when you
was the neighboring redwood, huge- hopeless of diseases, cancer, recent re acquainted with any satisfactory test of Chief of Police Greun of Warsaw. In of her recent elections again makes ap
Hhe," was her father's one reply to
girthed, smooth-holed, with limbs out ports of a substance known as trypsin death. The heart may come to a stop, two cases which he specifies piisoners parent the continued reversion from dry
•neb futile outbursts. But they well
of reach, yet with the lowest bough al have led even the most conservative to semingly ; there may be no pulse and were beaten with clubs, starved, jum p to wet and wet to dry, there being all
kaon| the road was not open to Willie.
most touching the limb on which Willie believe science well on its way to a no perceptible breathing ; the body may ed on, their hair was pulled out by the over the State & dissatisfied unrest that
The sis mountain mile* intervening
crouched, mechanically clutching the cure for the disease. Dr.JBeard, lec even grow cold—and yet the proof that roots and the soles of their feet were gives little promise of permanent ad
hntweeu their ranch and the station
body of the tree, but dumb and stupe turer on comparative embryology in the life has departed is not complete beyond slashed with knives until they signed a justment of the problem. Out of 246
formed an impassable barrier to his
fied with the horror of his situation.
Respiration confession of guilt. The treatment of cities and towns in the State there have
University of Edinburgh, has been able possibility of mistake.
timorous soul.
may be so feeble that even a mirror Mile. Spiridonovo, the young girl who been noticeable losses suffered by license
by
means
of
the
Carnegie
grant
to
Anna
hurriedly
piled
large
rocks
*'I guess he’s afraid of the bigness of
held to the lips shows no sing. The assassinated the chief of the secret po supporters; 25 towns] and citiea voting
things," Anna concluded. "A nd he’s under a thick, broken branch-stump of make experiments with trypsin which
hand held in front of a candle-flame lice of Tamboff, was even worse. in favor of license, where last.year there
got no sail to run away. Papa threat- the redwood, which was at least eight seem to indicate, that ‘‘in trypsin has
may exhibit no pinkness between the When she was arrested she was knock were 36. Of her six chief cities. Monthim, but he's never laid hand on feet from the ground. Four times she been discovered, foi the cancer cell,
fingers and the membrane that covers ed down and beaten by Cossacks and )elier and Vergennes changed from li
that
specific
poison
which
must
exist
leaped
upward
and
fell
back,
wounding
him yet. 1 s'pose it’s on account of
the eye (which is the pait of the body dragged by the hair to the|sleigh which cense to no license, and Barre was al
her tough little feet. !She noticed for every cell.”
the bath he ran away."
The war against cancer is now being most sensitive la touch) may afford no bore her to the police station. Here ready in the dry ranks. The gain in
rThdfe was no Willie at the bathing- blood-stains on the locks as she heaped
indication. Yet the person seemingly she was undressed and thrust into a the cases of these large cities was offset,
pilol. The checked gingham shirt them with a broader base for her fifth waged with renewed energy.
dead may, m twithstanding all these damp cold cell, where she was subjected in part, by the results in various towns
“
Mice
have
been
found
of
all
animals
attempt.
The
snake
rested,
waving
guttered loneeomely where she had that
negative symptoms, be brought to life to fiendish tortures. She was kicked throughout the State, where several
morning placed it. Some minutes later his head downward as if in query. the most available for the transference
again. The moral of all of this is that back and forth across her cell, hsr hair towns that had previously forbidden the
•hutting deliciously among the dappled Fortunately, he was full and sluggish. of canter cells from one individual to
Once more Anna crouched and shot another. The possibilities are seen in it is never too Dte to hope. Certainly, was torn out, and her skin burned with sale of liquor declared in favor of li
Icavee of a hill trail, she sprang aside
upward. Her right hand oaught the what is known in the medical world as so long as lift lingers in the body there cigarettes.
The two officers who censing saloons. In all the cities the
Tn quick dismay.
is possibility of recovery. Hence, how superintended these practices threat icense question was shown to be by no
the
Jensen
tumor,
which
is
growing
to
projecting
stump,
her
left
easily
fol
“ Goodness!" W kat had seemed to
ever we might be tempted in certain in ened her with abandonment to the Cos means uniform or stable.
be a bunch of dry leaves and grass lowed. Clasping the decreasing trunk day with undimiai-bed energv, four
stances and for the sake of mercy to put sacks unless she confessed and named
If a majority local option dry vote
eoikd swiftly, with a rattling whir that of the tree with her slim, muscular legs, years after the death of the mouse in
an >■ '<1 to the pains of unhappy suffer- her accomplices. Her skull was frac actually stopped all sale
which
it
arose,
about
3,000
of
tie
hanging
also
by
her
hands,
she
dropped
intoxicants
goes straight to the fear center of the
e: s h) means of chloroform or some tured in two places, one eye was injured, in the territory affected, eucli a system
animals
having
been
successively
uth
k
her
head
backward
to
take
observation.
human heart. In a dash Anna’s hands
other drug, it would scarcely be wise anil her body was made a mass of would continue to receive the sopport
were foil of recks. The first article in The snake hung out, also, toward her, ed. Dr. Beard inoculated a number of
for us to | adopt so tremendous a brui.ses. Another woman, Mile. Iz of Verment’s best citizens, but such hue
every California mountain child’s edu from his tree, then resumed his deliber mice with the cells from this tumor.
responsibility.”
mailovich, who was arrested after an not been found the case, as proved by
cation ia to destroy every rattlesnake ate climbing. Evidently the task was Five weeks luter some of the rodents
— Dr. John V. Shoemaker.
were
subjected
to
treatment.
One
of
neither
easy
nor
to
his
liking.
attempt to kill the governor of Minsk, unimpeachable evidence, both from re
that cornea in sight. Anna dodged the
these,
which
had
received
nine
injec
Anna
hitched
breathlessly
up
toward
was treated as orutally as was Mile. sidents within and visitors from without
first strike of the snake, and before he
You
feel
the
life
giving
current
the
—Maine Farmer.
Spiridonovo. Her clothes were torn the State.
eould get nearer she began a fusillade the coveted limb. Reaching it, she tions of trypsin, was killed, after three
minute you take it. A gentle soothing ofT, the police kicked and beat her and
weeks,
in
order
to
compaic
it
with
one
took
out
her
jack-knife,—inseparable
of soph efficiency that the reptile enemy
warmth, fills the nerves and blood with spat in her face, and dragged her
companion,—scientifically cut a wedge of the untreated mice that died. In
This is the season of listlessness,
•ought retreat.
life. It’s real pleasure to take Hollis around her cell in the police station.
headaches
and spring disorders. Hol
this
untreated
specimen,
the
fatal
f.om
a
short
limlj
above
her,
and
btoke
Teen Anna was privileged to witness
ter’s Rocky Mountain Tea. Tea or Two policemen of Kazan have been
lister’s
Rocky
Mountain Tea is a sure
tumor
had
reached
the
sixe
of
the
last
Tablets.
Robert J. Cochran. sentenced to a year’s imprisonment at
a etrange thing—a very strange ; so off the weakened branch. Recoveriug
preventative. Makes you strong and
unusual, in fact, that when reported to her balance, she reached out with this segment of a man’s thumb’ while the
lard labor for maltreating a woman vigorous. 35 cenns, Tea or Tablets.
prisoner.
the head, of the zoological department flexible club, but could not touch the ‘trypsin mouse' had a tumor no bigger Aroostook Times, one year $1.00.
Robert J. Cochran.
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Napoleon beleived that Providence
A toice iom wrathfuHy in th . back ! «enllemen wouM have *iv*n th* 8t0' 5' , tivlt*'
her
weapon
between
her
“ Dr. Pash ford has lately shown that 8ided with the heavy artillery. Secretary
cre<lence had it not been for the [ Holding
yard.
“ W ee-lie! W hat iss this ?'
teeth. Anna worked her way nearly to the histological lessons characteristic of Bonaparte and Admiral Dewey hav. Powder is the greatest
Come
f
un*
inpeachible
authority
of
a
celebrated
You fell in the pig trough?
;x* v
the end of her tough support. Throw cancer throughout the vertebrates are moaified (hat to read heaviest battle possible aid to the pas
feeie, that 1 beat you ! Come here, I naturalist, who has reported it as
j occasionally occurring among the large, ing out her right hand, she was able to indentical with those characteristic of t ships. Before the house committee on
•ey !”
much-to-be-dreaded species of the catch the big limb, at jjie tase of the disease in m an. It seems permis-1 na\al affaiis in Washington last ueek try cook in producing
WiHie did not accept the invitation
Eastern States— the Crotalus horridus, which Willie, almost insensible, still sible, therefore, to assume that the tryp-! the former asked for an appropriation
^ A abnll whimpering was his sole relig h t, w h ite,
huddled. Then she swung, pendulum- sin treatment would have the same r(>‘ . for two 1G,000-ton battleships, snd sug- sw eet,
or banded rattler.
eponee. Twelve-year-old Anna stepped
To Anna’s unutterable surprise, the like, by her hands, increasing her suits in men that it has had in mice. ; geated as an alternative one 0f 19,400 flaky, wholesome bis
to the kitchen door, peering round the
snake
turned for refuge to a near-by momentum. At the right moment she Dr Shaw-Mackenize has already made'tons, Speaking before the same com
•nth. “ Pa’s scolding Willie,” she an
oak-tree. Perhaps he came against it released the redwood bough and flung experiments with this substance, which mittee Admiral Dewey is reported to cuit, cake and all kinds
nounced to her mother.
her light body full upon the young oak. he administered both by mouth and have declared for the 18,000 ton type.
Th# atoim continued to rage in tl.e unintentionally, as the rattlesnake sees
badly by daylight. At any late, he Grasping the limb with both hands, she hypodermically, in the effort to prevent The heavy battleship is rising in favor of raised food.
beck verd.
hauled herself np beside the terrified the return of cancer in a human patient among the nations. The Dreadnought,
“ Shot! look at your clothes ! Oo reared his head against it much as he
after operation, and with apparent launched in England last month, has a
boy.
Govsraor Johnson, of Minnesota, is
now I To the creek wit* yon ! Come would have done in ascending the side
The
snake,
shaken
by
the
tumult
of
a ounny b oulder in the early days of
success.
But
it
is
obvious
that
much
'
displacement
o
f
l8
,000
tons,
credited
with saying that he doee “ not
Japan
is
not U» the house until you are cleaned.
above, wavered and stopped. As n more will have to be done in this line preparing to build three ships of the believe that any man should have more
his
chilled
awakening
from
his
winter
A ehl”
rule, a rattlesnake, conscious of his de before Dr. Beard can be acclaimed with same size or larger. France has de than $10,000 a year, for if he lives
B i Ben Captain Schulz, now prune- sleep.
He writhed spirally but slowly up its fense, makes a good fight ; but here the certainty as the discoverer of a remedy clared through the minister of marine right he does not need any more.” He
giwm In tbo mountain boundary west
conditions were unusual and confusing. which will do for career what Dr. that she proposes to build three monsters is not belligerent about it, nor does he
e l Santa Claro Valley, turned in at rough trunk, which seemed from
eighteen to twenty inches in circumfer On level ground, where he could have Behring’s serum has done for diphtheria. of the same size, and Germany has an propose to take away the excess of in
Hm lito te s door.
coiled, and where his sensitive under Rather is the ‘trypsin cure to be classed nounced her intention of recasting her come from persons who have more than
M1 iln*t know what to do wit* the ence. When the rocks ceased dying he
surface could have slid comfortably with the present stage of Dr. Behring’s naval program in order to increase the $10,000, but merely suggests that the
boy. Oo, m int Anna, get the lad a would halt, evidently not half liking
over
smooth earth, he would not have search for a tuberculosis remedy.”
tonnage of the eighteen ships which are excess should be devoted to good works.
clean uhirt, and take it down to the his task, to wave his bluntly triangular
—N.
Y.
Evening
Post.
shirked
combat
when
cornered.
Now,
---- %-n
to be completed by the end of 1917. Ten thousand dollars a year is a good
hea l in the direction where the moving
SlfsBs
with
his
enemy
mysteriously
above,
his
Admiral
Dewey, before the house com deal of money, especially when it comes
On Anna’e return from the bathing- shadow indicated to his blurred vision
one
idea
seemed
to
be
escape.
“ I knew a man , sick with diabetes, mittee, said that the next enemy that in without labor and leaves its possess
feel aba said aoftly to her mother, the position of his enemy. But on the
Willie
jabbered
an
idiotic
welcome.
who had been condemned to death by the United Statee would have to meet or the use of his time. But u is a great
MWiUb kn*t at the creek. Perhapa he resumption of active 1oatilities, he
“
He
can’t
strike
until
he
gets
clear
would begin again his painful ascent.
the doctors. They said that he could would be Japan or Germany and that deal more money in some places than in
baa run off.”
here,” Anna reassured him. “ He
not possibly live three months. Never the naval programs of those two others. There are very rich men in
“ Ow-w-w-ch !”
sounded a how
••O ebild, don't bother me about
can’t coil.”
theless, he survived for thirty years. countries made it necessary that we Minnesota who could spare $10,000 out
W illie! He’ll ran back again fast from above. Looking up at the cry,
Her rapid blows still further dis
Many incurable’ consumptives of my should be prepared to cope with either of their incomes a good many times a
enough, be’e that seared of the moun Anna discerned among the clustering
mayed her antagonist. He bit vicious
year and not miss it. Nevertheless we
former acquaintance are today perfectly of them on equal terms as regards the
leaves of the black oak a huddled
tains and the trees.”
ly at the stick, touching it more than
presume that in Minnesota that amount
well. In one such case, where the armament and gunfire of our ships
Anna was conscious of an under- figure, with raccoou-like eyes, peering
once ; for the rattler’s strike is deadly
of annual income commands a moder
The
great
lessen
of
the
battle
in
the
patient recovered his health entirely,
oarrent of sympathy with the forlorn down at the mounting snake, to escape
swift, despite his languid locomotion.
ately luxurious style of living. The
but died eventually of another disease, Sea of Japan points unvaringly to the
from
which
he
had,
in
fact,
climbed
the
well her father had brought from the
At last Anna, settling herself firmly
possessor of it can probably live more
I made a postmortem examination, and heavy, long-range gun as the sea
•Up acme mouths before. The very tree.
comfortably than the great majority of
on the limb, raised her club with both
Willie,” she shouted’ “jump
found that both of his lungs were liter weapon of the future. Torpedo boats
Wvo and awe with which the mountains
his neighbors in the same social group
hands and delivered a slashing blow on
are
of
little
value
in
open
sea
action
ally a mass of seams and scars from
iBcd her imaginative soul gave her The snake's coming 1 Jump !”
as
himself. But in New York it is a
the neck of her foe, breaking, as they
The snake stopped, confused, craning
apex to base. They looked as if they until the enemy’s ships have been so
eompebaniion of the fear with which
modest
income on which the family of a
afterward found, his vertebral column.
had been sewn up and stitched together crippled by heavy gun fire that they
tte f imbued the dull-witted offspring its head upward at the new complica
merchant or professional man may
The darting head hung limp ; a pro
tion, then downward at his own adver
in every direction. It was, indeed, an can close in without undue risk. Sub
of Ska Franeiaeo gotten.
gressive
loosening
ran
through
the
molsubsist
comfortably with careful man
marines
are
also
dependent
to
a
large
WlUie^did not return all that long, sary. Its hesitation would make t<d coils ; there was a slight rasping admirable example of nature’s handi
agement
and give children better
extent
for
their
effectiveness
on
the
Augnrt dey. The captain and his Willie's escape practicable, if he could sound, a thud, and then a whitish heap work : she had done the mending for
educational
chances than the public
herself, after the man had been given work of the battleships. The larger the
American wifo spread and dipped conqner his crazy fear.
schools affoid. It isn’t riches, by a
on the ground, which Anna cleared
up. “ Not long ago I was treating a projectile the heavier must be the arma
“ W llie, break off a limb— beat it
pcem busily oo the hot south slope.
when, swinging down by her hands to
long
shot. A New York family can
ment
to
resist
it
and
the
larger
anc
man who was slowly dying on his feet,
Tbo bes-laden wagon rolled by at in- back ! I can run !”
a safe distance, she leaped lightly to
“
live
right” and need very considerably
steadier
the
platform
from
which
the
as one might say, from ‘blood change’—
The snake undulated a few inches
aem le. Household duties went helterJr
the ground.
more
than $10,000 a year without
that is to say. from what would be gun is to be fired. The Oregon has
M tm * under Anna’s mannagement. farther. The reiterated cry wai
Willie followed, dazed and fearful.
put into Honolulu harbor with her effort or sompunction. W hat we need
A lcix o’clock Mrs. Schulz hot aud Willie's only response. Anna’s quick He helped round up the cows, easting called, in medical parlance, malignant
anemia. He became so weak that he plates strains and her hull weakenec depends in considerable measure upon
tired, wakened her lasy little daughter, eye saw another chance.
furtive glances ahead and on eaeh side
could not even take a drink of water from the jar and recoil of the heavy whait our neighbors have, and what
*’There’s that big limb on the red
••tottototed beneath the hollyhocks snd
at every footstep. Before entering the
scale of living prevails among our
without help, and one day, when he guns in practice firing. The logic
wood. You can reach it. 8wing across.
pcpisc ia thc small front garden.
house, he slunk, although still agonized
natural associates. Right living, more
the situation is clear. The mastery
Mf h r gmsio'M sake, Anna ! Horry ! It's easy. You must !” stamping. with fear, through the golden twilight was leaving my office, my assistant said the seas lies with the nation that can over, dees not consist in living cheaply,
to m e : ‘That’s the last of Kelly
“ 0 Willie, do it ! Do it !’’
Ycu’ee uol done (be dinner dishes !”
to the abhorred bathing-pool and lan
but in living usefully. There are many
We’ll never see him again.’ Sure mount the greatest number of heavy
Hsr
sailor
father
had
often
reproved
“ Hava the cows come ?*’ Anna
guidly fluttering cross-bars of the re
people
in New York whose usefulness
enough, he failed to turn up the next guns, seamanship and gunnery being
Anna for her delight in climbing and
leeoureefully.
pudiated gingham shirt.
is
promoted
by incomes vastly larger
week, and we concluded that he was equal. Heavy guns demand larger
and 1 If I hadn’t forgotten swinging from tree to tree, by means of
But Anna, too ill for supper, crept
than $10,000. If Governor Johnson
dead. Nevertheless, as jubsequently battleships. These in turn make possi
WiHie 1 Come—hurry ! You'll her long arms and practised hands.
into her father’s arms, where he sat on
will modify his opinion to read that no
ble
the
use
of
still
heavier
guns.
Mean
appeared, Kelly was very fer from be
“ It iss not goodt for you to be a
to ge for the cows. I'll wash the
the vine-darkened veranda, and fell
man
in Minnesota, should have more
ing dead. What he did, after being while the second Hagne conference
monkey, mine Anna,” he would aay.
asleep on his shoulder.
than
$10,000 a year, we will not
dismissed for the last time was to go lingers in the dim and distant future.
A auu M t quite in the mood to go “ Little girls need nefer to go to the
Ach, mine Anna,” the captain
quarrel with it, though Mr. Hill may.
home and to bed. He threw away his —Public Opinion.
ibf tbo Court. It meant an hour or so of masthead. Thou hast no call to be a said, tenderly, “ it iss sometimes goodt
But it isn’t a sound opinion as applied
potting barefooted and bareheaded sailor. Be only a brave kindchen, and for little girls to make themselves to be medicines, and his ‘old woman’ fed him
to New York.—Harpers Weekly.
regularly with tea and broth. From
Brutality in Russia.
iloug the ooft dust of the road, or over help our goodt mother wit’ the dishes.” sailors
that
time
on
he
got
steadily
better,
and
His
admonition
would
dissolve
in
an
Russia,
or at least her police, has not
till slippery brown grata of the moun
when
we
saw
him
again
he
had
entire
unrestrained
roar
of
laughter
as
she
yet forgotte n the old evil ways of the Vermont Still has Liquor Prob
tain pastures, with tall pines on every
Have we Solved the Cancer ly recovered. You see, nature knew
wickedly
“
shinned”
up
the
porch
post
lem.
torture chamber and the “ third degree.”
bapd and a gold-blue shy above.
Problem?
the
great
deal
more
than
we
did
about
to
a
coign
of
vantage
on
the
vineThe attempt of Vermont to remedy
In an open letter published in St.
. . i l l mused about the missing Willie.
While it is cruel in the last degree to case.
Petersburg last week Professor Courte the drink evil by means of local option
Had he eerried out his occasional covered roof.
“ It is a very curious and intersting nay, a member of the Academy of shows, as yet, no signs of permanent
But she could not climb the tree raise false hopes in the hearts of those
Unset to ran away ?
wheie the snake still clung. There suffering from the most harrowing and fact that medical science today is not Sciences, described the practices of jekterment of conditions. The report
“ The road its rpen, go when you
was the neighboring redwood, huge- aopeles* of diseases, cancer, recent re acquainted with any satisfactory test of Chief of Police Greun of Warsaw. In of her rscent elections again makes apUbe,” was her father’s one reply to
girthed, smooth-boled, with limbs out ports of a substance known as trypsin death. The heart may come to a stop, two cases which he specifies ptisoners )arent the continued reversion from dry
•Ukb IbUle outbursts. But they well
of reach, yet with the lowest bough al lave led even the most conservative to semingly ; there may be no pulse and were beaten with clubs, starved, jum p to wet and wet to dry, there being all
kaau^tbe road was not open to Willie.
most touching the limb on which Willie believe science well on its way to a no perceptible breathing; the body may ed on, their hair was pulled out by the over the State a dissatisfied unrest that
The/1it* mountain miles intervening
crouched, mechanically clutching the cure for the disease. Dr.JBeatd, lec even grow cold—and yet the proof that roots and the soles of their feet were gives little promise of permanent ad
between their ranch and the station
body of the tree, but dumb and stupe turer on comparative embryology in the life has departed is not complete beyond slashed with knives until they signed a justment of the problem. Out of 246
formed an impassable barrier to his
Respiration con cession of guilt. The treatment of cities and towns in the State there have
fied with the horror of his situation.
University of Edinburgh, has been able possibility of mistake.
timorous soul.
may
be
so
feeble
that
even
a mirror Mile. Spiridonovo, the young girl who been noticeable losses suffered by license
Anna hurriedly piled large rocks by means of the Carnegie grant to
“ I guess he’s afraid of the bigness of
make experiments with trypsin which held to the lips shows no sing. The assassinated the chief of the secret po- supporters; 25 towns] and cities voting
things,” Anna concluded. “ And he's under a thick, broken branch-stump of
seem
to indicate, that “ in trypsin has hand held in front of a candle-flame ice of Tamboff, was even worse. in favor of license, where last.year there
gat no sail to ran away. Papa threat- the redwood, which was at least eight
may exhibit no pinkness between the When she was arrested she was knock were 36. Of her six chief cities. MonteUc him, bnt ha's never laid hand on feet from the ground. Four times she been discovered, foi the cancer cell,
fingers,
and the membrane that covers ed down and beaten by Cossacks and jelier and Vergennes changed from li
Idm yet. I s'pose it’s on account of leaped upward and fell back, wounding that specific poison which must exist
the
eye
(which
is the pan of the body dragged by the hair to the.’sleigh which cense to no license, and Barre was al
her tough little feet. She noticed for every cell.”
the bath be ran away.*’
The war against cancer is now being most sensitive to touch) may afford no bore her to the police station. Here ready in the dry ranks. The gain in
»There was no Willie at the bathing- blood-stains on the locks as she heaped
indication. Yet the person seemingly she was undressed and thrust into a the cases of these large cities was offset,
pitot The checked gingham shirt them with a broader base for her fifth waged with renewed energy.
dead
may, nc twithstanding all these damp cold cell, where she was subjected in part, by the results in various towns
“ Mice have been found of all animals
iattexed loneaomely where she had that attempt. The snake rested, waving
negative
symptoms, be brought to life to fiendish tortures. She was kicked throughout the State, where several
morning placed it. 3ome minutes later his head downward as if in query. the most available for the transference
again. The moral of all of this is that back and forth across her cell, her hair towns that had previously forbidden the
ebnfling deliciously among the dappled Fortunately, he was full and sluggish. of cancer cells from one individual to
it
is never too late to hope. Certainly, was torn out, and her skin burned with sale of liquor declared in favor of li
another.
The
possibilities
are
seen
in
Once more Anna crouched and shot
leaves of a hill trail, she sprang aside
so
long as lift- lingers in the body there cigarettes.
upward. Her right hand oaught the what is known in the medical world as
The two officers who censing saloons. In all the cities the
to quick dismay.
is
possibility
of recovery. Hence, how superintended these practices threat icense question was shown to be by no
the
Jensen
tumor,
which
is
growing
to
projecting
stump,
her
left
easily
fol
“ Goodness !” W hat had seemed to
ever we might be tempted in certain in ened her with abandonment to the Cos means uniform or stable.
be a hunch of dry leaves and grass lowed. Clasping the decreasing trunk day with undimini'bed energy, four
stances and for the sake of mercy to put sacks unless she confessed and named
If a majority local option dry vote
coifed swiftly, with a rattling whir that of the tree with her slim, muscular legs, years after the death of the mouse in
an <• 'd to the pains of unhappy suffer her accomplices. Her skull was frac actually stopped all sale of intoxicants
which
it
arose,
about
3,000
of
tie
hanging
also
by
her
hands,
she
dropped
goea straight to the fear center of the
e r , by means of chloroform or sorre tured in two places, one eye was injured, in the territory affected, such a system
human heart. In a flash Anna's hands her head backward to take observation. animals having been successively ufk i
other
drug, it would scarcely be wise and her body was made a mass of would continue to receive the eopport
wets foil of reeks. The first article in The snake hung out, also, toward her, ed. Dr. Beard inoculated a number of
for
us
to | adopt so tremendous a bruises. Another woman, Mile. Iz of Verment’s best citizens, but such has
every California mountain child’s edu from his tree, then resumed his deliber mice with the cells from this tumor.
responsibility.”
mailovich, who was arrested after an not been found the case, as proved by
cation is to destroy every rattlesnake ate climbing. Evidently the task was Five weeks later some of the rodents
— Dr. John V. Shoemaker.
were
subjected
to
treatment.
One
of
neither
easy
nor
to
his
liking.
attempt to kill the governor of Minsk, unimpeachable evidence, both from re
that cornea in sight. Anna dodged the
these,
which
had
received
nine
injecAnna hitched breathlessly up toward
was treated as brutally as was Mile. sidents within and visitors from without
first strike of the snake, and before he
You
feel
the
life
giving
current
the
—Maine Farmer.
Spiridonovo. Her clothes were torn the State.
could get nearer ahe began a fusillade the coveted limb. Reaching it, she tions of trypsin, was killed, after three
minute you take it. A gentle soothing ofl, the police kicked and beat her and
weeks,
in
order
to
compare
it
with
one
took
out
her
jack-knife,—
inseparable
of eoeb efficiency that the reptile enemy
warmth, fills the nerves and blood with spat in her face, and dragged her
This is the season of listlessness,
companion,—scientifically cut a wedge of the untreated mice that died. In
•ought retreat.
life. It’s real pleasure to take Hollis around her cell in the police station.
headaches
and spring disorders. Hol
this
untreated
specimen,
the
fatal
fiom
a
short
limlj
above
her,
and
bioke
Tbcn Anna was privileged to witness
ter’s Kocky Mountain Tea. Tea or Two policemen of Kazan have been
lister’s Rocky Mountain Tea is a sure
tumor
had
reached
the
sixe
of
the
last
off
the
weakened
branch.
Recovering
Tablets.
Robert J. Cochran. sentenced to a year’s imprisonment at preventative. Makes you strong and
a strange thing—a very strange ; so
unaeual, in fact, that when reported to her balance, she reached out with this segment of a man’s thumb’ while the
hard labor for maltreating a woman vigorous. 85 cenns, Tea or Tablets.
prisoner.
Robert J. Cochran.
the hea4of the zoological department flexible club, but could not touch the ‘trypsin mouse’ had a tumor no bigger Aroostook Times, one year $1.00.
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to an Executive,, authority to enforce the Commission must give it time to
this particular law, and I supposed that meet and overcome the many and per
authority would come as a result of the plexing problems which confront it.
M a U M U h * A p r il I S , t $ 6 0 .
evils of nullification that every one
Every one will admit that with con
Subscriptions in arrears $1.50 per year
ALL THE HOME NEWS.
could see and that every good citizen ditions in the State as they are today
JTo Subscription eaneeUed u n til a ll surrear- must deplore. I believed it was out the work of the Commission must be
agee arc settled.
PabiUiwd every Friday morning from Times
rageous to see a law of such important e constant and absorbing. Every mem
S o d , Onurt Stm t, Hovlton, Maine.
ber of it is doing his part at a personal
Advertising rates baaed upon circulation and violated in so many towns and cities
very reasonable.
the State, and felt that such a course sacrifice of time and money, doing it
1* M . F E L C H A C. E D U N N ,
was doing incalculable injury to the uncomplainingly in the face of a criti
P u b lis h e rs
welfare of Maine.
cism which, while not unexpected, is
Oommunicationa
upon
topics
of
general
inter
L. M. Ft11 «J Editor.
eat are solicited.
By what right should a certain class not always tolerant or fair, and doing
B. TOLAND,*Looa Editor.
of men be protected and allowed
it because he believes it to be his con
SabaaripSoni f 1 per year
ear in adva m ; ting Entered at the postofflce at Houlton for cir prosper in an illegal business ? Every tribution to the cause of good govern
eolation as second-class postal rates.
copies three cent#.
individual attempting to do any other ment and good citizenship. The En
kind of business was forced to doit, and forcement Commission is not playing
in most cases wanted to do it, within politics, but is attempting to uphold
the law, but here was a business where and vindicate a law of the State of
certain men seemed superior to the law Maine.
From factory to home direct a splendid organ for
and this in itself appeared to me to be a
I have a right to speak of the meth
$5<>.60, stands 6 feet 4 in. high, solid walnut case
grave injustice.
ods and purposes of that Commission
All law was being brought into disre for I have been in close and constant
beautifully carved, large French plate mirror, con
pute and disregard, and there was touch with its deliberations and con
tains 2 full 5 octave set of reeds, knee swells,
Mr. President and Gentlemen of the sole champion of temperance legislation neither sense nor logic in nullification clusions, and these conclusions have
As
a
citizen
1
never
have
stood,
and
as
had
invariably
my
approval
and
assent.
ten stops, bass and treble couplers, piano stool and
Deering C lu b :
in this State. It assumed credit for
a citizen or Executive I never wil
I want to testify, too, to the absolute
When the President of your associa having enacted the stringent prohibitory stand for nullification of law. I bad
book. I shall deliver this beautiful organ to your
unanimity and harmony that has pre
tion very courteously extended to me an laws placed from time to time upon the supposed that my election if it meant
vailed
between
the
members
of
the
home myself and show you every detail is correct
Invitation to attend this banquet I was statute books, and asked for and con anything meant a protest against nulli
glad to accept his hospitality and yours, fidently expected to receive the motal fication, and it was for this reason I Commission, and between them and
that
1 have already stated in regard to this organ.
myself, and to say that the responsibil
and this lor two reasons. It gives me support and votes of all believers in the confidently expected legislation to rem
ity for their acts should be borne, not
At your request 1 shall send a large cut of the
great pleasure to meet you personslly, theory that the State and the indi edy it. I believed that the Republican
by
them
alone,
but
should
rest
upon
organ mentioned, free. Write today. Be sure of
and, inasmuoh as this is an avowed po vidual would be benefited by making party would keep faith with the peo me as well
litical and Republican organisation, it the sale of liquor for tippling purposes ple ; and that it would stand on its
the right address.
No sooner had the Enforcement
gives n s so opportunity which I can illegal.
platform
because
it
was
right
to
do
so.
Commission
begun
its
work
in
some
of
The Republican party was proud to
net without impropriety, to discuss
Prior to the passage of the Sturgis the localities where the law was openly
from my own point of view the politi be called the temperance party, and it Law there was no provision wheieby defied, than certain counties were in an
cal situation as it exists in our State giew in strength and numbers. For the Executive could attempt to enforce uproar, and the downfall of the Repub
to-day. I shall speak frankly and years in every State Convention, and the prohibitory -laws, and this question lican party was freely predicted. The
shall try to make my meaning and almost without exception in every was presented to me by the Legislature Democratic party believed it saw its
County Convention, it passed resolu
position clear.
and by public sentiment in a way that golden opportunity and loudly called
When the Republican party, so tions reaffirming and reiterating its al it had never been presented to any of
for recruits to support the proposition
legiance
to
the
cause
of
both
temper
many yean the dominant one in this
my predeceissors. I never heard of the that those places which wanted nulli
ance
and
prohibition,
and
it
prospered
Btats* is being criticised by the opposi
Sturgis Bill until one day shortly after fication should have it. Faint hearted
tion as possessing neither principles not It vigorously repelled all idea of resub the opening of the Legislature. Sena Republicans forgot their platform and
J
mission,
and
overwhelmingly
defeated
eourege in its treatment of a great and
tor
Sturgis
came
to
the
Er.ecqtive
began
to
question
the
wisdom
of
at
important local issue when every in all attempts in the legislature to allow Chamber and explained its provisions tempting to put avowed political prin
telligent man knows that any attempt the people to register again at the polls to me, and I never knew until that day ciples into practice. The feeling of will not carry the State this year on
to subordinate that issue or to treat it their faith or disbelief in the continu that anyone had been at work, was at doubt and uncertainty spread all over that issue unless they do if with the
aid of men who as Republicans have
lightly will in itself be looked upon as ance of the prohibitory laws.
work or intended to work in behalf of a the State, and naturally enough the heretofore subscribed either openly or
I
am
sure
I
do
not
exaggerate
when
I
an evidence of weakness; when a
measure of similar intent or import. If Sturgis Law was held to be, if not the
strange legaicy has seised some Re say that for 25 years in the minds of any one else is the author of that law I reason, at least the scapegoat fjr all tacitly to the principle of prohibition.
most
peopfe,
prohibition
has
been
the
I am opposed to local option and li
publioaae and a stranger democracy
do not know it.
the woes of the Republican party So cense, but better that than nullifica
others, and when as a logical result of cardinal principle of the Republican
I told Senator Sturgis that in many far as actual and known results are
aU this, municipalities that for years party in its relations to State issues. 1 respects the law was not an ideal one. concerned the dissatisfaction culminated tion. I believe that enforced prohibi
will
go
further
and
say
that
men
familiar
tion, the kind that many counties en
have been the home of rock ribbed
It seemed to me that the people of
the Spring elections, and almost
Republicanism have capitulated to an with State politics will agree that had Maine might not altogether approve of every man who for one cause or anoth joy today and many more might enpy
aggressive and sanguine democracy, it any candidate for State office during the idea of giving to the Executive au er cherished a resentment against the under the control of local officials were
is no time to ignore facts or undertak< that period arisen in a Republican State thority over county officials, but I was party, mask d behind the Sturgis Law it not for political corruption, is the
to juggle with them ; but to face them Convention and declared himself to be absolutely in favor of some law strong and contributed to Republican defeat. best and most satisfactory method to
regulate the liquor problem in Maine
bodily, analyse them carefully, tell thi in favor of resubmissun and opposed to enough to prevent or minimize nullifi
The issue must not be confounded,
tru th as each one knows it and hold prohibition, he would have been denied cation, and I stated to every one who lowever, and while our opponents call This view may be naaow, provincial
friet to the belief that the people will peremptorily the nomination be sought. talked with me about the Sturgis Bill it the Sturgis Law yet as a matter of and unpopular, but it is my own and
While the town assessment
A few years prior to 1904, however,
I stand by it. Of those who disagree
decide toe questions involved in the
that if no better measure could be fact it is the principle of enforced with me, led by whatever course of
evidences
of
unrest
appeared,
and
there
IS being made up, call
on
BSSt election with due regard for th<
were signs that the Republican party found it was entirely acceptable to me prohibition that is on trial and every reasoning or experience to a different
material and moral welfare of Maine.
and I believed would aoswer the pur thinking fair minded man knows this
Jewett & Co.’s, expert optician
The Chief Executive of an adminis might not be altogether sincere in its pose. I did everything I properly could to be the truth. Has ;he Republican conclusion, I ask only that they credit
advocacy
of
prohibition.
In
certain
lo
me
with
the
same
sincerity
of
belief
for any eye trouble requiring
tration is naturally and properly sub
do to insure the passage of the Sturgis ;>arty been sincere or insincere in its that they feel to be their due.
calities
under
Republican
control
the
ject to criticism or praise, as in accord
carefully fitted glasses as there
Bill, and in so doing believed then and professions of belief in that principle?
I am a Republican, but my own po
•MS with popular estimation that ad law was opfenly and flagrantly nullified. believe now that the Republican party Has it used that principle in its plat
In more than one-third of the counties
litical faith is not measured by the {will be no Spectacle peddlers
ministration has been a failure or
of the State Democratic sheriffs had was keeping faith with the people, and form only as a meaningless declaration standard of prohibition alone. I want in town during this trying
to catch votes, or did it mean what it
been elected, and the reason given was that I was doing the same.
The opinion is a very general c
It is only fair to say that some of the said and does it propose to stand by it? to see the Republican ps.rty succeed and period.
Headaches, blurred
that
the
voters
in
those
counties
had
that all toe Republican losses in 1
oldest and most sagacious leaders of the la s a few months of attempted real retain control of the State Government
become
disgusted
with
the
inefficiency
and
Legislature
because
I
believe
that
• f i t a f elections; all the prevailing
visions, paias in the temples
Republican party while believing in enforcement so pricked the hollowness
doubts as to Republican success in the and insincerity of Republican officials prohibition and enforcement questioned f its convictions that they vanish at in its hands the economic and social
or over the eyes. Eye strain
Fall are to be attributed to the enact and had manifested their dissatisfaction the wisdom of passing the Sturgis Bill. the first sign of possibld disaster, or interests of Maine are best conserved.
by
electing
Democratic
sheriffs
It
is
the
in any form is often relieved
There
are
other
questions
vital
to
■lent by a Republican legislature of the
only fair to say, too, that several of the They predicted just such difficulties as does it intend to hold fast to that prin State’s welfare that temporarily pushed ag
so-called Sturgis Law.
nave followed. They may have been ciple and if defeat comes go down with
by magic , when the eyes
in the background by this intense dis-, ‘ ‘
Fsnooally, while I believe the Stnrg Democratic sheriffs after election en right, but I could not agree with them colors flying but still true to itself?
cussion of the prohibition issue demand 3Te p r o p e r l y f itte d W ith gOO(l
is Low to be the chief cause of the evi forced the law more vigorously than had then and do not agree with them now.
Those are questions that the Re
dent unmet, I know it is not the only been done by their Republican prede
It may, or may not, have been the publican party must now face and a thoughtful consideration and an early q u a l i t y o f le n 8 e .
J
one. I know there are many other con cessors. Republicans throughout the wisest measure which could have been answer, and ought to face and answer, settlement. Tax reform and caucus re -,
tributary causes, but this is not the State were alarmed, and the genera drafted ; each one, of course has a right and if tbe Sturgis Law has no other form, the Referendum and good roads,
time or place to mention them. The impression seemed to be that it was ab to his own individual opinion on that claim for the right of existence, one is the broadening of the Common School
opinion is so firmly fixed in the public solutely imperative for party success question. It was, however, the only found in the fact that it has shown System at the expense of the State and
JEW ELER S,
FO GG BLOCK.
mind that the Sturgis Law is solely re that the people of the State of Maine measure which was offered and one di what enforced prohibition may mean, the care of certain unfortunates not new
should
understand
that
the
Republican
sponsible for Republican defeat, both
rectly in line with the promises of the illustrated its merits and defects, and our beneficiaries, are some of the things
peat and (a* our opponents think) im party was still the firm champion of party.
at last we may expect a vote upon this that must engage the attention and re -, pose nullification, shall insist upon law
mediately prospective, that, in my prohibition, and enforcement. This in
question that will express the wishes of quire the action of the next Legislation, ^enforcement, and so long as the Sturgis
It
has
become
recently
somewhat
the
judgement, it is unwise to undertake brief was the condition of affairs in the fashion to criticize certain people be the people of Maine. The State is and are things that in my judgement j Law remains on our Statute books
summer of 1904.
to divert the issue ; and for myself
cause of their belief in the Sturgis Law aroused and I believe will stay so. the Republican party can best settle for' and officials fail to do their duty, shall
At
the
Bangor
Convention
a
plank
am willing Ibr argument's sake to con
and their support of the measure. So This condition of affairs was bound to the true interests of our people and our use that law to enforce prohibition with
sider it to be the sole cause and wel was adopted, most explicit and compre far as I am concerned I have no apolo come sooner or later snd it is well that State. And are these great opportuni all the power, influence and resources
hensive in its language, declaring with
come its discutaion on these lines.
gies or excuses to make, for I welcomed it is here now. Nullification of the ties for public good and service to be at my command.
out
any
evasion
whatever
that
the
Re
The fret that the Sturgis Law is ap
I am not posing as a reformer or as
law and all the corruption that follows jeopardized and thrown away because a
it, believed in it and worked for it.
dominant party brought to test by a a political martyr, or a sentimentalist ;
parcntly the most notable piece of legis publican party believed in and stood for
in
its
train
has
made
the
situation
Under
the
provisions
of
the
Sturgis
the maintenance of the prohibitory laws
law of its own making lacks courage to nor can any man hold the conscience of
lation enacted thus far during my
and their rigid, honest and impartial Law a commission was appointed con what it is, and whatever the result of defend its own ? If so, it only invites Iiia party in his keeping. But I can
ministration, and toe fact that I
sitting of two Republicans and one the Fall elections may be I confidently
enforcement.
I am not yet nnd do plead for one thing and it is
now, and intend to be, a candidate
Democrat and it gives me very great hope and believe that Maine will come but deserves defeat.
It was upon that platform that I pleasure to publicly express now and in out of the contest with a strengthened ready to believe that the Democratic this ; That the Republican party may
renomination in the next Republican
State Convention, would seem to give was nominated and I accepted its state this place my absolute and implicit be regard for law and a determination that party together with the commercial in- | bring to the discussion and settlement
erests within and without the State of this great question of law enforce
me a certain and unquestionable right ments squarely and without reserve. lief in their integrity, their good judg it shall be respected and obeyed.
to publicly discuss the la v, to state tbe As soon as the campaign opened I took ment and their efficiency. It was no
The Sturgis Law is only a means to allied with the liquor traffic will control ment that courage, spirit of fairness
masons that prompted me to approve the stump. In every county where I easy task to which they applied them an end snd that end is to prevent nulli the policy and future of Maine, and and honesty of purpose, without which
it, and to express my views of its rela spoke I was urged by the Republican selves and it was one which demanded fication. It will go into every county while our opponents are entitled to the an appeal to our people will be in vain,
tions to the history and fiture of legis leaders to state that if elected I would the exercise of the utmost tact, discre where the local officials are permitting Sitisfaction of seeing us waver, they to the end that Republicanism may
do everything in my power to enforce tion and impartiality. They had
lotion and politics in Maine.
control the political destinies of Maine
nullification, and it will come out the should not sre us break or run.
the
prohibitory
laws.
Many
of
those
As
a
Republican
I
appreciate
the
fact
and lead her to a government of law, a
instant
that
such
officials
give
reason
I have not obtruded my opinion upon
keen sense of their own responsibility
the people of toe State either by signed leaders told me that unless the voters and realized at the outset, and realize able assurances that they will again try that an undoubted crisis is now facing better citizenship and an ever mcreasour party, but courage, united effort ing prosperity.
statement or interview. I t has ap could be made to believe that tbe Re now, that the enforcement of the law to do their duty.
publican
party
was
honest
and
sincere
The fundamental question of enforced and consistency will again put our op
can be made far more effective ano
peared to me that my business was to
see a t beet I could that the laws were in its professions upon that subject, satisfactory by the local officials tban prohibition versus local option and li ponents to rout. As an Executive,
Senator Proctor, of Vermont, once a
enforced, not to talk about them out of there was gtave danger of losing their by anyone, else, provided such loca cense is altogether too important to be while fully realizing that my official year tours his state, getting next to hit
officials r e t $ desire to live up to the treated in a narrow spirit or in a spirit actios in connection with the Sturgis constituents. Two years ago on hiu
season. This is the first time I have respective counties. In every place
spoken publicly of the 8turgis Law, and spoke I not* only said that if elected I spirit of their oath of office. The En colored by party prejudice alone. There Law .and enforcement has brought con
it is also tbs first time I have ever ex would use every legal right and moral forcement Commission has never yet are many who honestly believe that demnation from many, caused regrets tour he was invited by a farmer to dine.
pressed an opinion of the merits or de influence that belonged to the office of begun operations in any county until evils growing out of tbe use and abuse from friends whose judgement a r d ! The farmer’s wife, who was having
fects of the prohibitory law since my Governor to inforce those laws, but after exhausting by argument and ad of liquor can be regulated best by some friendship I value, and invited the | cabbage and pork for dinner, became so
inaugural address to the Legislature stated further that I asked for no man's vice every resource at its command to form of license, and it is wrong and ab charge that I am responsible to the I excited because of the high position of
vote unless he believed I would honest prevail upon the locals officials to do surd to question their sincerity. It is same extent that the Sturgis Law is i
in January, 1905. Last November
8^e allowed the cabbage
their plain duty, and it will never do only a truism to say that in the final responsible for present conditions, I can : ^er £ues*
had the honor and pleasure of being ly try to do what I have said.
to
burn.
“
I’ll
have to apologize for
only
say
that
I
could
not
see
my
way
It
is
true
that
a
presidental
election
otherwise. Nor will it be forced by analysis the people will have what they
a guest at the annual dinner of the
clear
to
follow
any
other
course.
The
was
pending
and
I
presume
national
is
th°
cabbage,”
she
announced at the
popular clamor against its own judg want. I had hoped, howevei, that the
State of Maine Club of New York City,
and spoke extemporaneously and briefly sues had much to do with the result, ment and contrary to its own know Republican party, having been commit Republican party made its platfoim, me*l. “ Oh, don’t do it,” said the sen
upon attempted law enforcement io but so far as I was concerned, I con ledge of the facts to begin operations in ted to the principle of prohibition for so and as candidate for Governor I promis ator. “ If there’s any one thing I do
Maine. My remarks were misreported fined myself wholly to State issues and any county where it believes the local many years, would not be so cowardly ed to support its declaration of princi
like it is to have my cabbage burned
and misquoted, and the Democratic made the fight more upon the prohibi officials are trying to do their duty, and as to abandon that principle upon being ples. A Republican legislature en
just a little.” Last year on his tour
tory
question
than
anything
else.
Tbe
acted
the
Sturgis
Law,
and
as
Governor
where it believes that such officials are confronted for the first time with an en
preea in the State in particular seemed
result
in
the
State
was
a
Republican
I
had
taken
an
oath
to
endeavor
to
en
whenever the senator took dinner with
meeting with as much success as the forcement that meant the downfall of
pleased to quote me as having said in
effect that the prohibitory law was a victory by a plurality of about 27,000, Comraisson could accomplish if there nullification, but would stand firm as force all laws
a constituent he found cabbage burned
and it was generally conceded that the But this does not mean that the field of a rock for party unity in giving enforce
I am profoundly grateful for all the
failure in Maine.
principal
factor of success was the re its operations may not be extended, or ment a fairer trial than can be secured honor the Republican party has con just a little bit on the table, and had to
I expressed no opinion of the law
act as if he enjoyed it. Every farmer’s
whatever, for obvious reasons, and dis established belief in the minds of the that it is in ignorance of the conditions in a year’s time under present excited ferred upon me, and 1 have done my
wife of them had passed the news
cussed only tbe evils of nullification. 1 >eop!e that the Republican party meant that prevail in certain counties. In conditions. Nullification of law was best to be true to the oath of my office,
what
it
said
upon
this
particular
ques
this matter it is better to go too slow never a declared principle of the Re to my party and to myself. I had hoped along.
never publicly denied the reports over
my own signature. It did not seem to tion. Surely I betrayed no confidences, than too fast. Each county and each publican party yet under that party’s to so conduct the affairs of my admin
TO LET
me worth while then, and I refer to it nor did I secure the office by any false sheriff must be treated fairly, and each domination nullification has had a long istration as to enjoy the confidence of
now simply to illustrate the carrying pretences. If the people believed what move of the Commission must be justi reign in Maine, Why not be fair and my party and the respect of the people! Large front room, furnished, southern
I said they knew what to expect. I fied by law and fact. Men protected honest and give enforced prohibition a of Maine, but I will willingly forfeit
power of a lie.
Gentlemen roomers pre
meant
what I said, and believed that for years in an illegal business snd chance to show what it will do for both if they are to be won and retained exposure.
In the summer of 1904 the Republi
ferred. Also small stable to let oh
the
party
intended
to
take
its
platform
bound to il; by the hope and promise of Maine.
only by forgotten promises and broken same premises. Apply at 59 Court St.
can State Convention met at Bangor
Our Democratic friends are impatient oaths. If the party has made a mis
large pecuniary gains are not to be dis
and after a spirited contest honored me seriously.
When the Legislature assembled I lodged without a struggle or in twelve and wanr control of the S'ate at once— take in its platform or candidate the
with the nomination for Governor.
For many years the Republican party took it for granted that there would be months’ time, and those who believe in this Fall. They want local option and remedy is in its own hands, bu* so long
Lad professed to ha to t particular and some legislation giving for the first time the honesty, sinserity and efficiency of icense openly and frankly, but they •s I am Governor of Maine I shall op tor c b J ld r tn > 8 M /* ,S M n , Afoi
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Deering Republican Club Banquet.
Governor Willi am T. Cobb's Speech.

G. A. HAGERMAN,

123 M A IN S T .,

H O U LT O N

Tel. 169-4.
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JEWETT & CO.

Foley’s Honey mat Tar
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of tasteful collors of the right quality and properly applied,
will make your house as pretty as any in

i
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I can show you samples of artistic home painting, give you
estimates, color schemes and thawings if you wish, showing
the effect in all styles and shades from the most glaring

YOU CAN DO IT
YOURSELF.

R E D

Main jour old, worn

F u r n itu r e ,
FlOOrS and

to the most subdued and softened tint. Now is the time to
figure on spring work. Look up the matter now, and thejob
can be done when you want it.

Woodwork
L o o k lik e N e
Cost- nominal

w <

CALL IN

H. R. DAVIS,

■Ml m i l toll you about !;

LICIIEBET

■•

k

tfc# most wonderful homo
Mfhtonor over put ypon
H i nwrkat.
Siiatj Dfooritor”

i

Pointer and Decorator.
Residence 04 High St.

P. O. Box 42
oe

=

io

:

/

4 UfRkBC, Houlfcon Me

tm

different in iclothes, that we’ve
arranged for another lot of this
splendid clothing at the sam e
prices.
Did y o u get a ch a n ce at th em la s t w e e k ?

rod SALS BY
FRANK SINCOCK,

»f •••—

Our Introductory Sale of these
Suits last week was so su ccess
ful, Houlton men saw so quickly
that (here indeed was something

O O B O B O E = IO

IS page BskM .

t w

Every man entlmted when he tried on
one of these Aider Bros. Suits.

mm

<

UVXR QUARANTINE

Here they are again.
50 Suits for $ 13.50.

50 Suits for $ 15.00 50 Suits for

$ 16.50 50 Suits for $ 18.00 and $20.00.
It

Office and residence 30 Market Sq.

*. ■ '

Free examination until April 27th.

sfi
w*Axnio mm m a ia

out."

hat rained many a man’s
on-destroying tirounnoticea at nrst.
>014; tim e until the liver
oagioa give way, and
i assail the man who
4a aaonomlw tim e at the ex-

:’<$>• ‘

MnflBof" Ida health.
*A tM |ilirar canm a quarantine o f the
MUln ayalam. It locks in the diseased
ISM body poisons and affords them
inviting some serious illness,
whereAugust Flower is used,
**■ 091 * livar end constipation are unI n w fS h lo ana all stomach ailm ents, as
W4tt at indigestion, dyspepsia, heartburn,
hntilariun and kidney and blader affecW M , Ho well-regulated fam ily should
bewithoutthisstandard remedy.
•
Two aim, 050 and 75c. A ll druggists.

a. J. HATHEW AT CO.
AGENTS HOULTON, ME.

Farm For 8ale
How for a bargain, one of the finest properUaain Boulton for the money, house in fine
^uujufam,_ consists of eleven rooms in main
g ilt, and four rooms in the el), situated on
1S t, distance ten minutes’ walk from
and business section. A living
[* » •* to house and barn supplier both
Farm consisting of 43 acres, all
tfa v wwaptingifew acres. Bam 40 ft. by
40 ft. shad attached with stock watered under
cover. Stock aonsistsof 2 five-year old horses,
weight 2850 Jbe., and 8 cows, one set of double
t e n s * and2 sets of single harnesses all in
One double wagon, one single
mowing-m&ehine, two harrows,
tetopfawa, one new bay-rake, cultivator, one
h em hni one two-borse sprayer, two sets of
boh stall and on* riding-pung. This is a fine
'hadiao to r t milk route which owner of pro
perty has nm for sixteen years. Terms easy
tfdashed. H ow ls your chance as this will
not he long AtiHng. Inquire at 165 Military
8t or Tlmaa Office.
J. W. Foktkr, lfifi
Military St., Houlton, Me.

FOX

BROS.

We Handle The Best
0

Ivers 4 Pond, Poole, McPhail,
Hobart M. Ceble, Jacob
Bros. Pianos.
Mason & Hamlin and Chicago Cottage
Organs.
A full and complete line alw ays on
our floors. Look over our goods be
fore you purchase and be convinced
th at w e handle the best. All we ask
is a fair trial. Sold on the easiest
possible terms. Send for catalogs and
prices.

T h e H oulton M u s ic Store,

A. E ASTLE, Prop.
P. S. BERRIE, Mgr.
g^ g g^ g

Ay# g^ g

Patronize C. S. OSGOOD,
Watchmaker, Jeweler & Engraver.
Y e c i# «

K x p e r le n o e ,

FINEST EQUIPMENT IN EASTERN MAINE.
Fine stock of W atches and Jew elry ju st arrived. Engagem ent
and W edding R ings a specialty. Up one flight, over J . A. Browne
& Co.

David Page Perkins,

Lamson & Hubbard

Merchandise Broker and
Commission Merchant.

Only a few days more and the winter coat must go. Are you ready with the lighter ? If
not, here’s the kind and this style to suit your need, whatever it may be. Every novelty in
1906 features and a wide range of choice at $5.00 to $20.00. The new French back coat
$10.00 and upwards. Somewhere in this range of prices is the one you want to pay.

Ervin & Davenport
Frisbie Block,
HOULTON, ME

Wm. H. WALKER.
Market quotations given on request.
Correspondence solicited.
W A N TED PO TA TO ES IN CAR LOTS

243 Commercial St., PORTLAND, ME-

FOR SALE.
Pure brea barred Plymouth Rock eggs for
hatching. MRS. €. J . McCR EA D Y T k . F.
i). No. 4, Houlton.

A LIFE SAVER
Soldiers in th e field carry in th e ir knap sack s a " F ir s t A id” outfit—ready
for any and all em ergencies. T he hom e m edicine closet corresponds to
th e so ld ier’s ‘‘F irst A id" k it—b u t it is never co m p lete an d ready for any
em ergency w ithout th a t invaluable life saver—

Johnson’s
Liniment

ANODYNE

I t hc.L been a panacea for all te h e s and pains for nearly a cen tu ry . C ures coughs
colds, croup, and th ro at troubles,—relieves cram ps, colic, cholera-m orbus ‘and
diarrhera. Takes out th e pain and reduces sw ell
in g s in ...1 w ounds, burns, bruises, contusions
or inflam m ations in anv part of the body.
As good fur m.siiff’ liis as outside pains.
j All d ru g g ists, 2 $ cents; 5 tim es as m uch
for 50 cents.

lift
a ilr

I. S . JO H N S O N A CO.
B o s t o n , M a ss*

Also LU M BER of all kinds, both long and
fiort. Lumber department represented by

BROS.

Newest Model Raincoats and
Top Coats.

g^ g g^ g g^ g g^ g g^ g g^ g g^ g g^ g g^ g

“ IT P A Y S TO CLIM B T H E S T A IR S .”

FOX

You may be sure that the styles and the fabrics are the newest, nothing less than that
would be permitted to leave our hands. Gray, the populaj grays, predominate and the
materials are English Worsteds, Fancy Cheviots, Tweeds and Plain Blues and Black Un
finished Worsteds. Every Suit is hand-made. Where hand work counts the most and
every suit is made by shrilled workmen. You can buy in confidence, there is nothing
better made.

WORK SAFELY BUT SURELY

Spring Styles
SOLD BY

S. FRIEDMAN A CO.
H O U L T O N , M A IN E .

sluggish liver or inactive k id n ey m ay be caused e ith e r by over ea tin g o r by a
chill in eith er case so m e th in g is req u ired to restore to n e to th e li /er and life
to th e stom ach. N othing will do th e work so safely and surely as P a r s o n s 9
PUBJBALVt PILLS,
P W u they rem ove all poison from th e blood,
j iv v u , m
u iAak
J kin
iu g
^ th
iiie
v liver
i m . i and
a u u k id n e y s
w<>;k norm ally, and th e stom ach digest
fo al properly. Invaluable f o r all cases
of biliousness, constipation and all liv e ra n d bowel com plaints. 25c
a box—
f 1-00 postpaid. A valuable illu strate d p am p h let fret.

t . S . JOHNSON A CO., B o sto n , M ass.

%r.<°nsF iIs
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LOCAL NEWS.

The regular meeting of the Houlton
lodge of Elks will bo Friday evening,
April 13th.
Principal S. L. Merriman of Presque
Isle was hn town Thursday, and called
on the Times. He also visited the In
stitute.
Miss Mellie Evelworth of Boston
who came to attend the funeral of the
late George Gilman, returned to her
home Tuesday evening.
Mrs. George Shattuck who was here
tp attend the funeral of iur brother, the
' late George Gilman returned to her
home at Red Beach, Wednesday even
ing.
f People wishing to consult Jewett &
Co*a eye sight specialist may do so any
toJ this month as he intends to remain
in town while the Assessment is being
made up. Consultation free.
^
The annt|al meeting of the Womans’
■ d n l will be held next Monday at 2.30
; ' in Foresters’ Hall. It is hoped that
’ all members will be present. There
. will be a musical program followed by
> tea.
Mr. F. H ., Stimson, farmer, hotel
i man, trappar, guide and all rouud
hustler formerly of Houlton now of
Moro, Rockabema post-office, was in
town )his week calling on bis various
friends.
The annual business meeting of the
Feet and Fiction club will be held at
the home of Mrs. Julia West, Saturday
ilkernoon, April 7. all the members are
nqueeted to be present. Important
• business will be transacted and the
annual dues paid.
The many friends of Calvin Fox will
be pained to learn that he has been
eery ill at
the
home
of hh
•liter in Boston. We received a goon
report of hit condition, and a speed)
leoovery is confidentlji exp cted. He
will be home in a few days.
The sensation of the week in busiMM circles is the movement on the
part of the Elks of Aroostook County
to erect a thirty thousand dollar brick
building in Houlton. The men who
a it behind this enterprise have been
quietly working for more than a year,
but the details were not completed un
til this week.
The death of the editor of the PioMet, Mr^Geo. H . Gilman, makes it
n a c n a ry to suspend publication for a
fow weeks. But the paper will resume
publication soon, either under the man
agement of Mrs. Gilman or under a
mew management. Mrs. Gilman expeels to sell the plant, and a purchaser
can secure the plant at once.
M ilt Lucretia Packard, a recent
graduate of the Houlton Business
College, has accepted a position as
stenographer with Houghton Mifflin
Go., Boston. Miss Packard completed
the entire course in four months and
three days, the briefest time in which
U has been accomplished. She is a
Might, capable girl and will take ad
vanced musical studies while in Boston*
The fourteenth annual session of the
Grand Chapter of Maine, O. E. S., will
he held inFrishies’ Hall, May 16th
and 17th. We plan to make this one
of thp most interesting and Listiuctive
sessions ever held. The most worthy
Gland Matron of the General Grand
Chapter, sister Madeline B. Conkling,
Oklahoma, will be present and hold a
"school of instruction” Wednesday
•toning and Thursday, install the
Grand Officers. The present Grand
Officers will exemplify the work the
first evening, and the officers of Fideli
ty Chapter, ths floral work, the second
•toning. Let every member come with
questions and note book. Reduced
rates h a te been secured from all points.
An enterprise of more than ordinary
interest to Houlton and Aroostook
County has been projected during the
past week. The Houlton lodge of Elks
hate purchased the Don Powers lot on
Main Street next west of James K.
Plummer’s residence, and will erect at
once an up-to-date, thoroughly equip
ped Lodge Home Club House. It will
be set back from the street far enough to
gite good piazza space, will be two
and one half stories high with twelve
foot basement and of pleasing archi
tecture, The basement will be occu
pied by bowling alley, billiard hall and
swimming pool; the first floor by social
rooms fitted up in elegant style and the
second floor by lodge room and banquet
hall. The building will have light on
three sides, will face the south; and be
sides being one of the finest club houses
in the State of Maine, will be an orna
ment to the town and will cost in the
neighborhood of thirty thousand dol
lars. The capital has been furnished
by the members of the lodge.
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Houlton Lodge will use there new H O U L T O N , A P R I L 17, 1906.
I Would you not like to invest your Money in
p
Robes and Banners for the first time
the same w ay the Savings Banks of
[j
H o n . F r e d e r i c k A. P o w e r s , |
Friday evening.
Ju stice Presiding.
Lowell E. Chandeler left for Port
S
Maine invest theirs ?
M i c h a e l M. C l a r k , Clerk.
land on Tuesday eve to attend a meet
H e r b e r t T. P o w e r s , County
ing of the Grand Lodge N. E. O. H,
Attorney.
as a representative of Houlton Lodge
g
We have a few Investment Securities, paying a net income of from 4 per cent to 5 per
R e v . L. R. D a n i e l s , Chaplain. M cent which we offer for .vile.
176.
R ukl D ana S m a l l , Reporter, f t We have several blocks of bonds issued by the Bangor A Aroostook L. K , in whose
Rev. C. L. Evarts of New York will
« securities the Houlton Savings Hank has more than SU#\ooo invested; also some of the
M a r t i n L a w i s , Sheriff.
begin a series of special revival services
H New Northern Maine Seaport K. K. bonds which have been purchased in large blocks
g by Maine Savings Hanks.
G. A. Barrett, D eputy.
in the Baptist Church, Court St., next
5 We have another block of floods of w hich the Penobscot .Savings Hank of Hangor
J. A. Brown, D eputy.
Tuesday night at 7.30. The meetings
w owns
000; we have various issues of bonds in S.viO and $1 non denominations which
K. G. Bryson, Deputy.
will continue for at least two weeks.
ra are owned in Large blocks by trustees and investors throughout Eastern Maine.
Mr, Evarts is now engaged in a remark
M. S. H uson, Deputy.
able work in the northern part of the
P. O ’Cassidy, Deputy.
county. He is a lender of attractive
A. B. S m art, Deputy.
bangor m e
personality and conservative methods.
G. H . Sm ith, D eputy.
He is a Bible teacher of wide exper
C. H . Dinsmore, D e p u ty .
Capital, Surplus and Undivided Profits $300,000.
ience and exceptional merit. He is
C. W . Leighton, D eputy.
also a chorus leader of unusual ability,
W . H . Bates, D eputy.
and above all an earnest, direct and
T h e First Trust Company in Maine, outside of
forceful gospel preacher. The public
G r an d J u r o r s .
is most cordially invited to attend alj
Portland with $200,000 Capital Stock.
Alexis Albert, M adaw aska
the services. This invitation is endorsed
J. W. Beckwith, Presque Isle.
by the pastor and officers of the First
Ambrose A. Bishop, Fort Fair- S In order to properly h a n d le o u r grow ing business in Aroostook
Baptist Church Offerings will be
field,
taken each evening to defray ex pens \
a County, our representative, Mr. F re d D. Jordan, has arranged
Raym ond
C h arrettee,
Fort ^ t o take office No. 7 in th e new M a n su r block in H oulton where
SALVATION ARMY SELF DENIAL
^ h e may be found on S a tu rd a y and M onday of each week.
The Salvation Army around the K ent,
Byron
O.
H
a
tc
h
,
Caribou,
Call and see him or drop him a line and he will call upon you.
world are celebrating their annual Self
Colum bus
H ayford, P resque
Denial Season. At this particular
time thousands of Salvationists the Isle,
A lbert T . H oyt, F o rt Fairfield,
President,
Treasurer,
world over in every country and clime
F
ra
n
k
A.
Lovering,
V
a
n
Buren,
are denying themselves, often seeming
W. B. HANSARD.
EDWIN G. MERRILL.
A lexis M orneault. G ra n d Isle,
necessities for the sake of the miny who
DIRECTORS
Janies O uillette, F renchville,
are still without the light of the Gos
H E N R Y F. D 0 W 8 T
F. H. A P P L E T O N
E U G E N E B. S A N G E R
P. M. P orter, Mapleton,
pel, and to build up the local corps and
W IL L IA M E N G E L
H. C . C H A P M A N
B. B. T H A T C H E R
J O H N R. G R A H A M
W I L 8 O N O. W IN G
M- 8 C L IF F O R D
Dennis Rairdou, L ittleton,
its work The Houlton corps is no ex
E D W I N C. M E R R I L L
T H O M A 8 U. C O E
A N D R E W P. W I 8 W E L L
Leod M. R ideout, Blaine,
ception. Nightly its message is heard
The Committee of the northern Po on the street and at its humble hall,
II. W . Shaw, Mars H ill,
mona Grange visited Houlton on Tues and weather is never too cold or too wet
Isaac Shields, L inneus,
day April 4th, to look over the plant for its local officers to visit the sick or
Chas. E . F, Stetson, H oulton,
Business Locals.
J a p -a -L a c d o n ’t cost m u ch .
and standing of the Independent Tele destitute and relieve them. This is a
R. L. T u r n e y , H oulton,
T ry it, A H F o g g Co sell it.
Ja p-a-L ac is “ all wool and a
phone Company and we think they time of extreme need. The local corps
A lbert W hitcom b, Easton,
Mrs. H . A. M cLellan will h ave
yard w id e ” ‘ Vy it A H Fogg
could have been only favorably im needs your assistance., financially. Any
her
E a s te r M illinery O p e n in g
Co
.sell
it
T rav erse J urorspressed by their work. The citizens of assistance rendered to its authorized
T
h
u
rs
d a y and F riday, A pril 12th
“ Nox-All” and “ Gold Bond” $2.00
R a ym ond Albert, M adaw aska,
and 13th. New stock in all the
Houlton indicated to the Committee collectors in the present month will be
hats and “ Hawes” $3.00 Hats. latest things in M illinery.
J o h n Cliipman Beckw ith, Fort
quite clearly that this Company has gladly received.
You certainly ought to have one of
their cordial support and if the northern
Fairfield.
Fox Bros, suits and overcoats at the
part of the county wants the same ad
N athaniel P. Been, Blaine,
The two piano recitals given by Miss
extremely low prices that they are now
vantages the company will not he lack Ingersoll at her homo on the afternoons
Sylvain Corbin, G ra n d Isle,
being sold.
Mrs. Nellie Tidd has spent the past
ing in financial backing in *its efforts to of March 28th and April 4th before
Charles I I . Davis, S h e ri’u n ,
O
pening
of
Spring
and
S
u
m

w'eek
in Amity visiting her brothers
extend its lines up there.
Louis Dionne, V an Buren,
large and appreciative audiences have
Howard
and Qmncey Lycette.
m er M illinery A pril 12-13-14.
C. A. H all, L inneus,
The attention of every thoughtful been among the most delightful events
Mrs.
Hurbert
Snitter of Waterville is
E a ste r stock of new goods. Miss
Albion D. Hatfield, Limestone,
man and woman, is called to the speech of the winter. One of the most strik
visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs.
J o h u H ," H e n d e rs o n , Littleton, K. M. McCaffertv, 20 C ourt St. James Rcax in Hodgdon.
of Gov. Cobb’s on another page, this is ing numbers on the program was an
C. H . W ilson has leased the
a call to arms. Gov. Cobb is a brave Intermezzo by Karganoff interpreted
Mr. Alex. Haney of Caribou was
L e r i C. Iris h , H ayuesville,
store over his M arket and is p u t  calling on old friend* in Hodgdon and
man, he shrinks from no responsibility with much feeling. An Allegro and a
O t t o je p s o n , New Sweden.
Cary last week.
ting in a stock of choice groceries,
and hides behind no one. This speech Sonata by Beethoven were played with
J o h u F. Je rra rd , Caribou,
Mrs. Almon Potter of Houlton was
fruit and confectionery, and will
will be the platform of the Republican extreme grace and delicacy and a tech
G. W. Jo h nson, Presque Isle,
in Hodgdon last week call ng on
party, and upon it every true friend of nical virtuosity of which only an ar
G eorge A. K im ball, Bridge- be pleased to have all in need of relatives.
honesty, law, and order can stand. tist is cepable. At the second recital w ater,
goods in his line to call and see
Mrs. Sadie I)av of the Mills has
This is to he one of the greatest, as Miss Ingersoll gave a characteristique
him before bu y in g . C orner of been visiting relatives and friends in
Darnas Leveque, Frenchville,
well as one of the grandest fights, ever of Mr. Edward Alexander MacDowell
Fred L. M cDonald, Fort Fair- M arket and Union Square. H o u l  the bouth part of the town)he past two
weeks.
waged in Maine, and we believe that of New York, of whom she has been a field.
ton, Me.
Miss Eescie Daggitt has returned
the Republican party with this brave, pupil; and his beautiful compositions
D. W .
M c L a u g h lin ,
Dyer
Sincock 5c Gillin
announce home trom Honlton where she has been
honest, man will win the greatest vic that she played lent color to the graphic Brook,
their spring and sum m er opening attending school at the Institute.
tory, in its history. We feel proud that event3 related of this celebrated com
Belonie M artin, Fort Kent,
of trim ned ami untrim ned m il
such men as Roosevelt and Cobb, are poser. Throughout the difficult pro
Under Bering Strait.
David M onteith, K ersey,
linery
T h u r s d a y and F riday,
leading all the people in national, and gram Miss Ingersol displayed un
1 he latest scheme for the separation
R. A . N ixon, Ludlow,
April, 12 a .d 13.
state affairs.
doubted talent, and a fair future is pre
of investors from their hard-earned
Charles A. Pierce, Mars Hill,
Ja p-a-L ac is easy to use T ry
The engagement of Parker M. Ward, dicted for her in her special field of art.
money is the American-Trans-AlaskanJohn Rosie, Sm yrna,
it
A II Fogg Co sell it
interest
M. D., to Miss D. I. Sharpe has just The program which was
Siberian
Company. This company,
Klden R ush, Monticello,
Don't
wait
another
day,
but
save
been announced. The young couple ing from beginning to end as is follows:
which is backed in Russia by no less a
F ra n k Rush, Benedicta,
your hard earned dollars, and get one person than Baron Loicq de Iiobel, pro
are very popular and Miss Sharpe since March 28,—
Dennis Sheehan, H oulton,
of Fox Bios. $10.00 suits for $7.50. poses nothing less than the building of
her residence here has won hosts of T h e E nchantress
Jensen
Fred Silvester, A shland,
B. Sosnoski, the well known a tunnel under Bering Strait. Inci
friends by the skill and kindness shown Poems, No. 2--4
Foote
J o h n M. Simpson,
Amity,
Optholimic
Optician, at the E x  dentally it proposes to construct 3,000
in the practice of her profession as
(A fter O m ar K h a y y a m )
H . D. Sm art. H oulton,
change H otel, any one wanted miles of railroad in Siberia to connect
nurse. Miss Sharpe is a daughter of Pierette
T . B. Sm art, W eston,
one of New Brunswick’s leading physi T h e F la ttere r
their eyes tested, B. Sosnoski with the Siberian road. The czar is
Cham inade
C. C. Sm ith, M a p le to n ,
cians. Parker M, Ward is one of Preludes, No. 6-~7--x5
will
e x a m in in e
them free of said to think well of it, especially since
Chopin
O. H . Sm ith, Caribou,
Houlton’s leading physicians, a gradu In Deep W oods,
the imperial family owns a large tract
charge.
J
A lton T arbell, Oakfield.
ate of the Harvard Medical school, a W ith Sweet L avender, >■ MacHow about a new hat ? Fox Bros, of land in north-eastern Siberia, strung
C. M. Towle, Easton,
member of the Maine Medical associa From L ong Ago,
) Dowell
have
got the largest, finest and most along the Article circle, which would
Joseph W atson, Bancroft
tion, a fellow of the Medical academy Valse
G errit Smith
beautiful
line that your eyes have ever be opened to settlement if the contem
H e rb e rt S. W illey, W a sh b u rn ,
and is a member of the *Meduxnekeag
plated road were built. It is not stated
( F o r Left H a n d Alone)
Otis J. W ith a m , Presque Isle, tested upon. Nuffced.
club. He has been in practice in Houl Sonata, Op. 10, No. 3 Beethovee
T h e prettiest store in town, is which will bt built first, the road or
ton for about five years and has won
Presto
w hat everybody sa y s of C H W il the tunnel, but it is to be presumed
Hard to Beat.
for himself an enviable reputation and
son’s new store, corner M arket that the first step will be to secure the
L a rg o e mesto
T h e following letter m ay be of and Union Sq. the old In g ra h a m consent of property owners along the
one of the largest practices in the
M enuetto
county. The young couple are receiv
interest
to all our farmer friends, Clothing Co store Call and see it right of way. The Esquimaux AntiT rio
ing the congratulations of there many
and
we
hope
th a t the aheep in d u s  and view th e fine stock of new Trust League should take immediate
Rondo
groceries, fruits and candies which
friends.
—Commercial.
try m ay receive th e attention it so
steps to prevent the sale of their child
they have
The new directory of the Independent
richly deserves. T h e re can be no
ren’s birthright for a mess of common
Card of Thanks.
Ju st arrived at Chas H B e rry ’s stock. The dispatch from St. Peters
Telephone Co. will be out in a few days
doubt th a t a good flock of sheep
Sales Stables, Bangor St, a c a r  burg discussing the scheme in all ser
We wi»h to extend our gratitude to
and shows over 550 telephones in use
on every Aroostook farm will pay, load of western horses w eighing
the
many
friends
for
the
kind
service*
iousness declares that high officials
and many more orders are on file.
year in and year out, as well as from 1200 to 1600 lbs each T h e
there are inclined to favor the project
rendered
us
in
our
time
of
sorrow
and
Relying on the hearty financial support
be tte r th a n a n y th in g th a t can be most of these horses are all ac- strategic reasons as well as on account
claimated and woods horses, all of their desire to cultivate friendly re
already promised by the business men for the loving sympathy expressed.
raised on the farm.
Lottie D. Gilman
ready for imm ediate use Call and lations with the people of the United
of Houlton, the management of this
Sherm an Mills, Me.
A.
Mae
Gilman
look
them over Will e x c hange States. It is safe to guess, however,
company has decided to extend their
A pril 2, 1906. for some fine driving horses
that the average American citizen will
lines to the northern part of the county, Houlton, Maine, April 4— 1906
Mr. L. M. Kelch,
CHAS H B E R R Y
conclude that Russia is near enoug has
and, with the support and co-operation
H oulton, Me.
The readers of the Times are invited it is, without any subterranean appr ach
C ard of Thanks.
already assured from the Northern
to inspect the new cut of the Evans Po We can effort to leave that to th • diplo
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Bachelder wish Dear Sir
mats.
Pomona Grange, this part of the
I note in your issue of tato Planter and read the ad. this week.
to
thank
Co.
L.
and
the
Modern
Wood
county offers a very promising field for
M any s u f f e r s from nasal catarrh
March 30, th a t Mr. Fanjoy of Cary There has been the greatest demand for
telephone work. A committee represent men for the kindness they have bestowed
say
they get splendid results by using
has some pretty good sheep but I the Evans ever known since first p u t,
ing the Northern Pomona visited Houl upon them at the time of the death
have some that have m ade a record upon the market and ('. F. Parsons,1an atomizer. For their benefit we preton Tuesday afternoon, and were given of their son, John.
this spring, I should like to see the Gen. Agent, says that he has been Pare Llv s Liquid (’ream Bairn. Exevery opportunity to inspect the plant
It will certainly make you feel beaten. I have six G rade Sfirop- obliged to more than double his orders cep' that it is liquid it is in all r^sp<cts
and equipment of the Independent Co.
shires th a t have given birth to this season in order to supply the de like the healing, helpful, pain-allaying
and they returned home amply satisfied happy, just to see what a fine line of
fourteen lambs, and th ey are all mand, K. h Turney, and H arp Cream Balm that the public has been
that this company is on a sound busi suits Fox Bros, are selling for $10.00
How about a raincoat that is water alive and smart, and the youngest Brown will look after the sale of this familiar with for years. No co:aine
ness basis, and has the support of the
machine in Honlton and adjacent towns nor other dangerous drug in it. The
best citizens of Houlton and vicinity. proof ? Fox Bros, are selling some nearly two weeks old.
Although incorporated less than a year, thing new in that line at prices that are
If any one can beat this, lets this season. The farmers are invited to soothing spray releivts at once and cure
this company under the careful manage
call and examine this planter and talk is certain. All druggists, 75c.t includ
within the reach of everybody. Fox h e a r from them .
ment of Mr. W. R. Dresser, has al
Yours very tru ly
the matter over with Harry or Mr. Tur ing spraying tube or mailed by Ely
ready demonstrated that it can give a Bros, are the sole agents for tbe follow
Bros., 56 Warren Street, New York.
ney.
F. G. Russell.
first class service at a fair living price. ing celebrated makers of fine hats:C. A. Powers of Fort Fairfield who
it one of the largest potato dealers in
the county was in town this week on
business connected with the Indepen
dent telephone company.
Seldon McLaughlin of South Presque
Isle the hustling agent for the Parmenter V. Palsey Fertilizer CoM was in
town Tuesday being one of the Com
mittee of the Northern Aroostook Po
mona Telephone Committee looking
over the Independent Company in this
town.
The Independent Telephone Com
pany which is doing such a thriving
business in Houlton is arranging to ex
tend its lines to Fort Fairfield, Presque
Isle and Caribou and other northern
Aroostook towns. This Company is
whooly a local company and deserves
to he encouraged.
Idell C. Ward one of Limestone’s
big farmers who is one of the largest
farmers of northern Aroostook was in
town on Tuesday on buainess connected
with the Grange telephone business
He spent the night with his cousin
George Moores of Foxcroft Road and
returned home on Wednesday.
Oscar A. Benn a Dairy Farmer of
Hodgdon Me. has recently purchased of
the Mericroft Herd A. J. C. C. Jerseys
of Vermont a vigorous 6 months old
Bull calf “ Meridale Chancellor1’ this
calf’s lam made 2 lbs af butter a day
7 month'* after dropping her first calf,
also his grand dam made 20 lbs. of
butter in 7 days and gave 10,765 lbs.
of milk in one year.

Merrill Trust Co.,

,*

.

Hodgdon.

Th« Aroostook Time* Friday, April <3, 1006

DRYDEN SHOE

the

e

FOR MEN

If you want a driving or working shoe
that wears to the satisfaction of the buyer
v ri

Buy The Famous
DRYDEN
WORKING
SHOE

,# S & ,
TRAOt-MAW^

/

%

Every pair guaranteed. The best shoe on
the market. This shoe is not an experi
m e n t, but has stood the test as a
Driving, Farming, Milling and Railroad
stand by. If you have not seen the line
come in and look them ove« before you
buy. Every pair is guaranteed.

The White Front Shoe Store,
HOULTON. ME

GEO. B. NILES,
4 PENT
■

M

■ ■
■ ■ |W

IS IL L IT WILL COST TOO

■ to write for our big F R E E BIC YCLE catalogue
■ ahowing the most complete^ line of high-grade
BICYCLES, T IB E 8 and SU N D R IE S i t M C f i i
B I L O W any other manufacturer or dealer in the world.
^
U

D O

D D T B U Y A

B IC Y C L E

• a turn kfmd q f terms, until you have received our complete F re e Cata • ulnatrating and describing every kiad of high-grade and low-grad,de
. lea,
. . old
oM patterns
pattern! and latest models, and learn of
o f our remarkable LOW
LOY
ICKS and w o n d e rfu l n e w offer* made possible by selling from facteiy
ct to rider with no middlemen’s profits.
M r m m O D d m o y d l Without a c m t deposit. P a y th e F r e ig h t and
allow 1 0 D aya F r e e T r ia l and make other liberal terms which no othirr
houae in the world w ill do. You w ill learn everything and get much vainable information by sim ply writing us a postal.
W e need a JKMo p d t a w f in every town and can offer an opportunity
to m ake money to suitable young m en w ho apply at once.

0 PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES ? " £ J

FOR

SALE.

1 sloven body wagon,
I new Watson Disc harrow,
1 Hover Potato digger,
2 cultivators,

Mi m m TROUBLE PRO* PUNCTURES.
BdNflft ol is ytaxa experience in tire

No Onitter from THORNS
NAILS. TACKS o r

ipuacturea.like intentional knife
b t fttk tn lo d like any other tire.
iS m M Tkonani pair* new hi actual use. Over
TkomM pain wM Iasi year.

e n ttin g .
tir e w ill o u tla s t a n y o th e r
m a k e —SO FT, ELASTIC fund
EASY R IO IN O .
Mad* la all sizes. It is lively and easy riding, very durable and lined inside
o f rubber, which never becomes porous and which closes jap sm all punctu res
We have hundreds pf letters from satisfied customers staring
______ „ b* air t o>escape.
____
;th u s have only been pumped* up
u| once or twice in a whole season. They weigh no more than
of
ra, the psmeture resisting
______ : o a th s tread. That “Hole
raeda to overeoma by the patent “Basket Weave" tread which' prevents all air”from being
j d g e t betwee n the tire and the read thus overcoming a ll suction. The regular price of these
| d n p«r pair, bat for advertising purposes w e are m aking a special factory price to the rider
■JaJ o per pair. All orde rs sh ip ped same day letter is received. We ship C.O.D. on approval.
—
a - - -- a.i a — —
m ja A
a4
fm
v a
^
' per pair) if you f end
ilso send one
i
____________ _____ _
nickel
p ««mI tw o Sampson m etal puncture closers on full paid orders (these metal
doaara to b e used in case of intentional kn ife cuts or heavy gashes). Tires to be returned
------• If for any reason they are not satisfactory on examination.
ty rcliabto and money sent to us is as safe as in a bank. Ask your Postmaster
ter Frawht Agent or the Editor of this paper about us. I f you order a pair of
, tfcna yoa w ill S a d that th ey w ill ride easier, run faster, wear better, last longer and loek
ttam an y Ua» you have ever used or seen at any price. We know that you w ill be so w ell pleased
* - yoa want a bicycle you w ill give a s your order. We want you to send us a sm all trial
ml hence this remarkable tire offer.
b u ilt-u p -w h e e la sad d les, p ed als, parts and repairs, and
_ ________
everything in the bicycle line sre sold by us at h a lf the uitual
astosatoMtaad by dealers and repair men. Write for our big SU NDR Y catalogue,
a l M O V M M I P but write us a postal today. DO NO T T H IN K O F BUYING! a
J P P m & W ' m i f f bicycle or a pair of tires from anyone until you know the new and
^ p d a n W a E a n w * art staking. It only costs a postal to learn everything. Write it NOW.

Pc

wer Spiaver.

Tea
& Coffee Business.
We offer a special opportunity and
start
will

B R O S.

now

Audeon A Canal S ts., New York City.

We shall have an exhibition of
Easter Millinery on Friday and Saturday April 13th and 14th.
Order your Easter lilies, roses and
pinks of us.

We can save yau money.

NEWELL’S
78, Main Street,
HOULTON, Me.

.

HAIR BALSAS!
Iriffum
a And Leaatifieff w*u <>Alr.
IFtvinotee a Jnxarianl growth.
| D over F alla to Hootore O ray
H«Ur to it# Y outhful Color.

J

| Cure, icolp dlMOM* * h*lr falling.
I0c1m<l>1.00»t DruggiiU

C opyright 1906 by
H art SchafFner & M arx

WM. A. BLAIR
Who formly worked in the Grange
shop, has opened up Business
. . . on . . .

Mechanic

Street,

artowlM orphoto. for expert teetrch And fruo rrpm* JJ*

Tree aarice* how to obtain patents, trade lu w r, •.
copjrtghW,vie., (N ALL C O U N T R IE S .
|
Business direct v/ith W ashington stm ts time,
money a n d often the patent,
P
ttm
ta
n
dh
fr
ln
p
m
e
n
tP
n
c
tlc
aE
x
c
lu
s
iv
e
ly
.
8 U Vtat* S tm t, o n . Uvltod S ta te f t t e t
W A SH IN G T O N , D. C.

Now, just think what a money mak
ing proposition this is ;- Fox Bros, are
selling $15.00 men’s suits for $11.00,
d $12.00 men’s overcoats for $9.00.

)• *

4*

OPENING
OF

Houlton,

SUMMER MILLINERY

Blacksmith
AM )

General
Shoeing' Smith.
A ll ord <rs given p ro m p t atten tio 1.

f ROCURED AND D E FE N D E D . 1Send model, ■

An
a p p ren tice at once
N ew ell’s M illinery store.

>ARKE(; ^

style, the tailoring—that’s why we sell them*

. . AS . .

W rit* or coin# to ua at

Wanted.

Add to the good looks the good quality, the

Easter Hats.

prosperous

IM PORTERS.

them prefer the Hart ychaffner and Marx make.

goods.

merohante: Weassist you and work with you
!o B ike you successful ;teas in any quantities
80, to 26c. par pound for the finest grades ;
write for our 1906 prioe list and special infor; 36 years business.

|« v York, China & Japan Tea Co.

suit; the illustration here shotv why so many of

You’re sure of all-wool and no cotton with these

yon Id a Tea, Coffee and Spice business of
y o u own ; hundreds have been successful un

der our oo-operation and are

Some men prefer the double breasted sack

Harry Kinney.

M l STOLE GOMPMY, Dspt. “JL” CHICA80, ILL
IN THE

FOR EASTER

1 set double harness,
100 empty flour barrels,

These goods are in all first class con
dition and a bargain will be given on
all. Also forty acres potato land all
ploughed, 1-4 mile from B . & A
station.

(OW N WITH ORDER * 4 .M>

gROS.

DO YOU LIKE IT?

1 Robbins Planter,

l Aroostook

WE WILL START YOU

pox

1 1500 work horse,

T erm s strictly cash

APRIL 12 - 13 - 14.
Easter Stock of New Goods.

Miss K. M. McCaffery,
20 COURT ST.

T .u can

get ev ery th in g

in flowers

for F a ste r a t N ew ells.

a^a a^a a^a a^a a^a a^a a^a a^a^a^a^a'a^ai

O rder your F a ste r lilies at Newells.*}
F iesh cu t flowers to-day at N ew ells.
F aste r opening of m illinery at N ew 
ells April 13th and 14 th .
How about, a

new,

u p t'>-d,'.te

suit

and to p c o a t for blaster ? Call on Fox
Bros. T hey have the largest and fin
est line of sw agger clothes to he found
in E astern M aine.

Lost.

For Sale.

One two-hone iron hub T*ber mak
„ ,
«. TI
1
I wagon, which has only been in ui
Between I). McIIroy s and Merritt s , °
J
three months. One two-seated ndm
Shoe Store, a ladies hand bag, contain-, wag0n< one 8{ngje Wggon snd one dum
ing a sum of money.
hinder 'vill; cart. Enquire of
ilease leave it at the Times office.
B. J. Garcelsn, F'air St.

The Aroostook Times

e

Prayed
and

swore
with
Eczem a
suffering

taptofc Satan* for Tun
111 Abingdon, Mass.. June 19.1901
H ues y ea n I w as a great stiffertr
doctors called weeping eczema. I
tors and sp ecialists and 1 grew
to walk tb s floor nights, som etim es
som etim es swearing. Anyone who
I eaa form no Idea bow I suffered,
told me I was suffering s ll the tor*
L 1 tried all tb s ointm ents and
by tb s doctor* and everything I
and a ll tho old woman’s whims.
. and there wasn’t a day In that
res years, that I have not tried
[eo sod women w ent Into the
woods and gathered herbs and barks
l i them . I could do no work. Last
•w id en tally saw your ad vertisem ent
I got a bottle. The first application
. atly, and I alert all night and every
som ething I bad not done for nearly
I ean never tell half. Anyone w ill
a t my borne, Randolph street. North
If they w ith to hear one-tenth. I
OS to know that D. D. D. is the most
remedy. The first bottle worked
___ I oould not go to ohuroh for nearly
i y s p * I now go and can also do my work.
•
GAFT. JOSEPH FRITZ.”
th
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W E PROVE IT.
_ T * < * ■vinos you we have arranged with tht
T). D . D. Co., so that any sufferer from anj
»
disease can get direct from the D. L>. D.
Do.’l laboratory a large free sample bottle ol
KTI>.” m«aartptkm together with 32 pap
law panaffetot on akin disease and free advice
^yomrjiMrgeular case from the world’s great

To

the Honorable Board of
Selectmen of the Town of
Houlton.

PROBATE

NOTICES.

To all persons interested in either of the Es
tales hereinafter named.
A t a Probate Court held at Houlton, m
and for the County of Aroostook, on the third
I
Tuesday of March, in the year of our Lord
mission
one thousand nine hundred six. The foiiowsixteen by thirty feet with a high sqvt
on the lot on the south side of Military or j ing matters having been presented lor the
Bangor Street, so-called, immediatly east and action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is
about ten feet from Monahan blacksmith shop, hereby Ordered, That notice thereof be given
so-called, and about eight feet from the nearest to all persons interested, by causing a copy of
building on the east; said office building to l>e this order to be publislud thre> weeks suc
eovered with fire-proof steel, brick imitation cessively before tne third Tuesday of April,
A. D. 1906, in the Aroostook Times a news
sides and roof.
paper published at Iloulton, in said
Dated at Houlton, Me. March 24th. 1906.
County,
that
they may
appear at
ALBERT CHAMBERLAIN.
a Probate Court to be held
at the
Houlton, on said
On the foregoing petition of Albert Chamber- Probate office in
lain, ordered, that a hearing on same will be third Tuesday of April, A. 1). 1906, at ton
had at the Selectmen's office in Houlton, or of the clock m the forenoon, and be heard
Monday the 16th day of April, A. 1). 1906, at thereon if they see cause.
nine o’clock in the forenoon, that a copy ol
William II. Lawler late of Benedicts, de
said petition and this order of notice be pub ceased. Will and petition for probate thereof
lished three weeks in succession prior to said and that letters testamentary issue to Henry
in the Aroostook Times, that all in- A. Farmer, presented by Henry A. Farmer
may then appear and be heard,
ths Executor therein named.
Houlton, Me., March 24th 1906.
Theodore II. McBride late of Easton, de
FRANK A. PEABODY, ) Selectmen
ceased. Will and petition for probate thereof
HJALM AR EDBLAD,
}
of
and
that letters testamentary issue to Lizzie
HARRY R. BU R LEIG H ,)
Houlton.
H. McBride, presented by Lizzie H. McBride
the Executrix therein named.
The
Continental
Insurance Luther C. Shields lateof Iloulton,deceased.
Petition for an allowance out of the personal
Company of New York.
estate, presented by Alfretta A. Shields,
widow of deceased.
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1905.
Annie Searles late of Presque Isle, deceased.
Rea) Estate,
$ 1,150 000 00 Petition for Distribution presenter! by Walter
16 350 OO M. Seely, Administrator.
Mortgage Loans,
13 099 465 OO .John Braden late of Houlton, deceased.
Stocks and Bonds,
1,118 043 52 First and Final Account presented for allow
Cash in Office and Bank,
911 324 15 ance by Michael M. Clark, Administrator.
Agents’ Balances,
9 869 65
Buis Receivable,
N ICH OLA S FESSEN D EN , Judge
93 718 54
Interest and Rents,
0 OO of said Court
All other Assets,
A ttest. S kth S. T hoknton*, Register.
$16 398 770 87
Gross Assets,
314
14 269 04 A true copy
Deduot items not admitted,
Attest: S kth S. T hoknton, Register.
Sit. 384 501 83
Admitted Assets,
LIAB ILIT IES, DEC. 81,1905.
S T A T E OF M AINE.
$ 328 201) 17
Net Unpaid Losses,
To the Honorable, the Judge of the Pro
6 157 738 23
Unearned Premiums,
474 329 30 bate Court in and for the County of Aroos
AU other Liabilities,
1 000 000 00 took :
Cash Capital,
Respectfully represents Amos II.
8 424 225 13
Surplus over all Liabilities,
Adams of Mattawamkeag in the county of
Penobscot
that Sadie E. Getehell late of
titles and Si
Surplus, $16 384 501 83
Total Liabilities
Linneus in the County of Aroostook, deceased,
WM. C. DONNELL, Agent,
Houlton, Maine. in her lifetime, to wit, on the twenty eighth
day of January, 1902, made a legal contract
314
with the said A mos II. Adams, a copy of
which is hereto annexed, whereby the said
deceased agreed with the said Amos II.
Adam to convey to him his heirs and assigns,
A modern home at a bargain upon the terms set forth in said contract,
certain real estate described as follows: a
containing
8 rooms
also certain
lot or■parcel
parcel cof land situate in Mattawamkeag andd being ail
oil tnat
that po;
portion of the east
bathroom . Stone and brick found half
of lot numbered one hundred and two
ation with furnace. I n ‘an excel (102) lying south of the road leading from the
lent neighborhood, in a growing Aroostook road to the Grey Settlement (socalled) being the same premises described in
portion of th e town, io minutes deed of Moses A. Tozier to Charles E. Tozier
walk from the P. O. or the B. &. dated May 28, 1894, that said deoeased wa
by death from making such con
A. station. T h is house is new, prevented
veyance, anu that he, the said Amos II.
thoroughly built of the best ma Adams has performed all the conditions of
contract required of him. That your
terial. A good stable and good said
petitioner has done all required of him by said
lot for garden. T his house was contract,Wherefore he prays tliat Alvah D.
built for perm anent home but Getehell, Administrator of said deceased, may
be authorized to execute deeds to carry said
change of business necessatates a donfcract into effect.
safe. For further particulars in Dated at Mattawamkeag this 17th dav of
Marqfi, 1906.
AMOS H. ADAMS.

Friday. April 6, 1906,
•<

We have remodeled
our store and will be
glad t o have you
come in and look us
over.

l

AS

Mens all wool work
ing pants we sell at

TO

i

$1.50 a pair

SPRING CLOTHES

They’re here in great-—p len ty —and
of course yoxrre su re to w a n t e ith e r'a
new su it or a top coat or p erh ap s both
We w a n t you to see our show ing—we
can prove to you w hy y o u r clothing
m oney can be sp en t w ith g re a te r s a t
isfaction an d reach fa rth e r here.

We have SCHLOSS BROS

I

stro n g vigorous lines and all th e little
knacks th a t go to give snaps and
c h a ra c te r to a g arm e n t are to be found
w ith them.

TH E SP R IN G S U I T S
The g re a t v a rie ty an d larg e a sso rtm e n t to g ra tify every w im
of careful d re sse r to individual choice. E ach s u it is finished in a
th o u ro u g h ly a rtis tic m an n er. As to prices as u su a l cheaper
th a n an y sto re in th e tow n.

House For Sale-

They Range From $7.00 to $20.00.

s

New string four-inhimcl ties made from
reguf r 50c silk, fine
assortment o f pattrens, our price 25c.

GREEN’S
44

My

Clothier

99

UNION SQUARE.

In boys’ clothing we
undersell them all.
You^will almost buy
2 boys’ suits here for
the price of one some
where else.

i

•M S

quire at the Tim es office.

H . J . H ath aw ay Co.,
A Q 8N T O
SAMPLE B O T T LI
M ail Thi»! Promptly.

D. D. D. Oo. Medical Department
IIS-120 Michigan S t, Suit 042
Chicago
see free prepaid a huge shoe
bottle of D. D. D., pamplet and
aonraitatkm blank. For. . . . yean 1 bare
afflicted with a akin disease called
and have.never used 1). D. D.

United States Customs Service, Port of
Boston, Msss., March 26, 1906. In conformity
with the provisions of Section 3077 Revised
Statutes oi the United States, notice is hereby
given that 291 bottles, 3 kegs and 1 jug liguors
which have been seized for violation or the
revenue laws in the district of Aroostook,
Maine, at various places and times to January
12, 1906, will be sold by public auction at the
Appraiser’s Store, 183 State street, Boston,
Mass., Tuesday, April 24, 1906, at 10 o’clock
a. m. Catakigues may be obtained at the
Auditor’s Office, Custom House, Boston,
Mass., on and after April 18,1906.
GEO. H. LYM AN.
314
Collector.

EA8TERN STEAM8HIP COSpring Schedule
FOUR TR IPS A W E E K .

G. D. MELDRIM &C0.
F u rn itu re , C arpets,
C askets an d
F u n e ra l M aterial.
Bmbolmers and Funeral Director.
Opera House Block,
*7 Court St.

HOULTON, MAINE.

V e te rin a ry S urgeon

BonceBF. Jervis,

Steamers leave Winterport at 11 a. in.,
WediaesSearsport,
Boston.
Free transfer of westbound baggage at
Bueksport from train to steamer.
RETURNING
From Boston Mondays, Tuesdays, Thurs
days and Fridays at 5 p. m.
From Rockland, touching at way landings,
Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays
at fi.30 a. m.
All cargo, except Live Stook, via. the steam
ers of (his Company, is insured against fire
and marine risk.
H. T. SANBORN, Agent, Bangor, MeCALVIN A U ST IN , V. P. & Gen7! Mana.
ger, BostoD, Mass.

N asa l

CATARRH
In all its stages.

Elf’s Grata Bala

desases, soothes and basis
the diseased membrane.
V. s .
It enree catarrh and drives
(Graduate of Ontario Veterinary •
away a cold In the head
College, Toronto.)
quickly.
Cream B a lm la placed Into the noetrils,spreads
P H w tf of) Domesticated Animals treated
ovsr the membrane and la absorbed. Belle! la lto*
irtmtlflranr Dental work a specialty- Calls foedlate and a core follows. It is sot drying—does
««g»»t and day promptly attended to.
not produce sneering. Large Size, 50 cents at Drug
gists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents.
OFFICE : ATHERTON BLOCK,
ELY BBOTBBB8, M Warren Street, New York:
B oulto n ,
M a ih e .

lx. W. Dyer.
• I N O O C K f iB L O O K

-DEALER IN—

eats, G roceries, F ru it
C onfectionery,
C rockery, Etc.
UN 8T.

HOULTON, ME

y. J. PORTER,
MONTICEliliO, H E .,
■DBALBK IN-

HAY. OATS. POTOTAES
BUTTER. BEEF. Etc.

Ernest E. Noble

•O

YKARr

CXPKRIENCE

P atent3
i

STA T E OF M A INE.
AROOSTOOK, ss.
Court of Probate.
March Term, A. D. 1906.
Upon the foregoing petition, Ordered, That
said petitioner give notice to all persons in
terested. by causing a copy of the petition and
this order thereon, to be published three
weeks successively in the Aroostook Times a
newspaper published in Houlton, in said
•County, that they may appear at a Court of
Probate for said County, to be held at the
Probate
Office
in Houlton,
in said
County, on the third Tuesday of April,
next, a t ten o’clock in the forenoon,
and show cause, if any they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not be grant
ed.
NICH OLA S FESSEN D EN . Judge.
Attest: S kth S. T hoknton, Register.
A true oopy of petition and order of Court
thereon.
Attest: S kth S. T hornton, Register.
314
ST A T E OF M A IN E.
To the Honorable, the Judge of ths Probate
Court in and for the County of Aroostook.
R e s p e c t f u l l y R k pr r sk n t s Medston II.
Perrigo of Hodgdon, in said County, that John
B. Smith who last dwelt in Hodgdon in said
County, died on the 18th day of July A. D.,
1905, inestate; that he left estate to be adminis
tered, to w it:—personal estate to the amount
of at least twenty dollars: that petitioner is in
terested in said estate as daughter; that said
deoeased left a widow, whose name is Alice M.
Smith, and as his only heirs-at-law and next
of kin, the persons whose names, residences,
and relationship to the deceased are as follows:
name,Medston H. Perrigo; residence, Hodg
don: relationship, daughter.
Wherefore, your petitioner prays that Med
ston H . Perrigo of Hodgdon in the county of
Aroostook or some other suitable person be ap
pointed administrator of the estate of said de
oeased and a rtifies that the statements herein
contained are true to the te st of her knowl
edge and belief.
Dated this 23)-d day of March A. I)., 1906.
MEDSTON II. PERRIGO.
Aroostook ss. Subscribed and sworn to this
23rd day of Maicli A. 1). 1906. Before me,
Don A. H. Powgj-s, Justice of the Peace.
S T A T E OF MA i NE.
AROOSTOOK, ss.
Court of Probate,
In Vacation
March 29, A. D. 1906.
On the foregoing petition, Ordered, That,
notice be given to all parties interested by
causing a copy of said petition and this order
of Court thereon, duly attested by the Register
to be published in the Aroostook Times, a
newspaper printed in Houlton in said County
for three successive weeks prior to April 17th,
1906, that they may appear at a Probate
Court to be held at tne Probate Office in said
Houlton on the Third Tuesday of April 1906
ot ten o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause
why the prayer of said petition should not be
granted.
N ICH OLA S FESSEN D EN
Judge of said Court.
A true copy of petition and order of Court
thereon.
Attest: Sktii S. T hoknton, Register.
314

Notice on Will.

STA TE OF M AINE.
AROOSTOOK, ss. C o u r t o f P r o k a t k ,
Aaron* studios • skoteta and description may
aniokly ascertain oar opinion fra* waatheir an
In vacation, March 26, 1906. A certain instru
ment, purporting to be the Last Will and Testa
ment of Festus F. Innis late of Houlton in
&r? a s & te T W S S
said Comity, deceased, having been presented
t/ieiat notie*, v Ithoat onary*. In the
for Probate.
O r d e r e d —T hat public notice of a hearing
thereon be given to a ! persons interested, by
A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Inrcast drcausing a oopy of this Order to be published
three weeks successively in the Aroostook
Times, a newspaper published in Houlton in
said county, that they may appear at a Court
omen, m W B U Washinstpn. D. C.
of Probate to be held at Iloulton. in said
county, on the third Tuesday in April next, at
ten of the clock in the forenoon, and show
cause if any they have, why the same should
not be proved, approved and allowed as the
I^ast Will and Testament of said deceased..
N ICH OLA S FESSEN D EN , Judge,
Prompt Attention Given to C o llec tin g .

r,..

Copyrights Ac.

Scientific American.

s s s A s w a riJBsAJsast:
MUNIt 2 G o r N e w York

H. DRUMMOND FOSS
Attorney and Counselor at Lav.
Office Hours 8 to 12 : I to 6.
Telephone 2—2.

Attest: S k t h S. T h o k n t o n , Register,

A true copy of the original order.
314
A ttest: S k t h S. T h o k n t o n , Register.

O F F IC E , F ren ch ’s block, corner
FOR SALE—A double
wagon,
M ain and M echahic Sts.
Taber wagon run two years, in go»>d
A t M ars H ill Office W ednesday condition will sell cheap. Inquire of
^ P n n p t [CollecUsSliKa Specialty.
W. E. Fanjoy, Cary.
120 Exchange St. . - Portland Me. and T h u rsd ay of each week.

A tto rn e y ]'a t Law

B A N K R U P T S P E T IT IO N F O R
DISCHARGE.

N ew Y o rk

In
I n the matter of
Bankruptcy.
Eben W. Lake,
Bankrupt. I
To the lion. Clarence Ilale, Judge of the Dis
trict Court of the U nited States for the
District of Maine.
EBEN
W.
LA K E of
Linneus,
in
the County of Aroostook,
and
State of Maine.
in
said District,
respectfully represents, that on the l^tn
day
of May last pas the was duly
adjudged
bankrupt
under the Acts o t
JAP-A-LAC brightens every
Plain and Ornamental
Congress- relating to Bankruptcy; that he
has duly
surrendered all nis property
thing it touches. A quart can
and
rights of property, and has fully Painting and Paper Hanging
will make your floor, furni
complied with all the requirements of
said
Actsand of the ordersof Court
ture and woodwork look like
touching his bankruptcy.
Shop 04 High Street.
W h k r e fo k k h k p r a y s , I hat he may
be decreed by the Court to have a full disnew. It comes in thirteen
charge from all debts provable against his estute under said bankruptcy Acts, except such Telephone No. 55-3
colors, and may be used in
dia
debts as are excepted by law from s
over a hundred different ways.
charge.
March, A. I).,
[ay c
Dated
FOR DISCHARGE
BANKRUPTS
PETITION
1906. EBEN W. LAKE.
t is tough, quick-drying,
Bankrupt.
In the matter of
In Bankruptcy. curable, elastic —the best, and
Sidney W. Brown,
O R D E R O F N O T IC E
THEREON
Bankrupt. )
to more purposes
To
the
IIo.v.
C
l a r e n c e H a l e , Judge of H adapted
D istrict of Maink , ss . . . . .
the District Court of the United States for
On this 3lth day of March, A. D. 19C6,
than any varnish made.
the District ot Maine.
on reading the foregoing petition, it is
W. BROWN,
of
Cari
Ordered BY the Court, T hat a hearing ! SID N E Y
We’re at your service with
the County of Aroostook and
1 had upon
uDon the same on _ the -0th bou, in
Inbefore
said
|
State
of
Maine,
in
said
District,
1906,
day of April, A. 1).
District, respectfully repr&sents that on the 24th many other things in house
Court at Portland, in said
the forenoon; and day
of
Feb., last past, he was
at 10 o'clock
in
in duly adjudged bankrupt under the Acts hold needs, at proper prices.
that
notice thereof be published
to
Bankruptcy;
the Aroostook Times, a newspaper printed of Congress relating
We carry only the better
in said District, and that all known creditors that he has duly surrendered all his
and
lights
of
property,
and grades and goods—the kind
and other persons in interest, may appear at property ai
complied
with
all the
the said time and place,
fully
it--. and show cause, ll have
le prayer of said petition requirements of said Acts and of the
we can guarantee with confi
orders of Court touching his bankruptcy.
er shoufd not be granted.
VVh k r k f o r e h k f r a y s , That he may
A nd it is f u r t h e r O r d e r e d by thk
dence.
Cou rt , T hat the Clerk sliall send by mail be decreed by the Court to have a full dis
to all known creditors copies of said petition charge from all debts provable against his es
and this order, addressed to them at their tate under said bankruptcy Acts, except such
debts as are excepted by law from such
places of residence as stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale, discharge.
Dated this 27thdav of March, A. D.,1906.
Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
HOULTON,
SIDNKV W. BROWN,
M A IN K .
at Portland, in said District, on the 31th day
Bankrupt.
of March, A. D. 1906.
M rrv
.
[u. s. J
J A M ES E. 1IEW h \ , Clerk.
A true oopy of petition and orderthereon.
ORDER OF NOTICE T IIE R E O N .
N otice of F irst Meeting of Creditors
15 Attest: JA M E S E. IIE W E Y , Clerk.
In the District Court of ti e United States
D i s tri ct o f M a i n k , s s .
for the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
On this 31th day of March, A. 1). 1906.
In the matter of
i
on reading the foregoing petition, it is—
Herman L. Wright,
> In Bankruptcy.
O r d e r e d b y t h e Co u r t , T hat a healing
Bank nipt.
I
be had upon the same on the 20th day
the creditors of. Herman L. Wriglp,
All persons are hereby notified not of April, A. D. 1906, before said Court of ToOakfiki,
in the County of Aroostooa
at Portland, in said District, at
10 and district aforesaid, a bankrupt.
to harbor or trust my wife, Mary Ellen o'clock
in the forenoon; and that notice
Notice is hereby given that on the 31th div
McKissick on my account, as she 'has thereof lie published in the Aroostook of Mar., A.
i ;h»6, the said Herman \V.
'limes, a newspaper printed in said Wlight was duly
adjudicated bankrupt;
left my home without provocation and 1 District, and that all known creditors, ami an<I
that
the
lirst
nm ting
of his
other persons in interest, may appear at the creditors will be held at che office of
shall pay no bills contracted by her.
said time and place, and show cause, if any Edwin L. Vail, in Houston, on the
they liave, why the prayer of said petitioner 21th day of
April, A. D. 1906, at
Cary, Me., March 29, 1906.
should not be granted.
K) o'clock in the forenoon, at which time
JAMES McKISSICK.
A n d it i s f u r t h e r O r d e r e d hy t h e the said creditors may attend prove their
C o u r t , That the Clerk shall send by mail to claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bank
all known creditors copies of said petition and rupt, and transact such other business as may
this order, addressed to them at their places of properly come before said meeting.
as stated.
E D W IN L. V A IL ,
160 acres located 1 1-4 miles from residence
Witness the Honorable C l a r e n c e H a l e ,
Referee in Bankruptcy.
railroad and 2 2-2 miles from Houlton. Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof
Dated at Houlton, April. 2, 1906.
15
at Portland, in said District, on the 31 th da}
One of the best farms in Aroostook and of March, A. 1). 1906.
i.. s.J
JAMK.S K. HEVVEY, Clerk. N o t i c e o f F i r s t M e e t i n g o f C r e d i t o r s
nearly all under cultivation, good or A
tm e oopy of petition and order thereon.
13 Attest: J AMEN E. II KWEY, Clerk. In the District Court of the United States for
chard and comfortable buildings. Easy
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
terms, inquire of William F. Kinney,
1n the matter of
i
James
W. Pratt,
> In Bankruptcy.
ll. F. D. No. 5 Box 50, Houlton, Me.
Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of James W\ P ratt,
of Oak field,
in the county ot Aroos
Drill Well*
neighbors.
A P P L Y TO
took ami district aforesaid, a bank nipt.
y
. .
Notice is hereby given that on the3ithda> of
small capital, Machines easy and simple to
March, A. D. Umw;, the said James W.
illustrated
catalogue
operate. Write for free
Pratt was duly adjudicated bankrupt; aud
mid full information.
that the first meeting of his creditors will be
held at the office of Edwin L. Vail in Iloul
ton, on the 21 tii day of April,
A.
J).
1906,
at lo o ’clock in the forenoon
at which time the said creditors may attend,
Office : ic>4F u lto n St., N. Y.
prove their claims, appoint a
trustee,
examine the bankrupt, and transact such
•tlier business as may properly oome before
FOR S A L E —Colored souvenir postal card
said meeting. 'not oomic) 11-2 cents each, in lots of 20 from
ED W IN L. V A IL ,
Two
express
wagons,
one
riding
wagon,
two
all over the world. Sent! 10 cents silver trial
Referee in Bankruptcy.
five Standard Postal Card Co., Box 775, soda fountains. Inquire of R. A. PALM ER,
13
Dated at Houlton, April 2, 1906.
15 Kelleran St.
Haverhill, Mass. Satisfaction guaranteed.

D e c o ra tin g

C om pany

B R IG H T E N S

THE HOME

B

A. H. FOGG CO.

Notice.

FO R SA L E

n r your

FARMS FOR SALE

F. J. Laffaty St Co.

Star Drilling Machine Co.

Real E sta te
Caribou,

Agency.
Me.

FOR SALE.

V

The Aroostook Times Friday, April 6, 1906.
Obadiah

Gardner, Master of
Tha Qtate Grange, on The Refubmission Question.

Washington Letter,

Congress made up of Constitutional
lawyers
and farmers and men of many
Mr. Gardiner gives his idea of what
occupations have been at vork on the
the prohibitory liquor law has done for
railway regulation propoeit-on and it h
Maine to the reporter of the Eastern
with more than ordinary interest that
Argus in the following words, if he has
the views of one of the greatest business
bean com edy quoted:—“ The temper
ance and prohibition question is forgo men in the world have teen received
ing to the front and there is to be sonr e The letter written by Andrew Carnegie
change. We have had prohibition for and published in a Washington Sun
mote than hail a century, and to-day it day paper is the subject of discussion
is ahneetlapoeeible to enter a smoking
wherever the rate question is under
car or croae a city street without being
consideration.
Mr. Carnegie is not a
Intuited by come drunken bummer.
This is something entirely unknown in lawyer nor is he a professional states
tha Mr | beat, where liquor is sold in man but he is recognized to be a man
every grocery store. “ I beleive that
of rare intelligence, business ability and
drag etoree should have the privilege of
adlwm ttqeors for medicinal purposes, practical sense. The President who, it
and tM N public rum shops, called agen is claimed, has none too high an opinion
das, should be done aw»y with. They of the infaliibity of lawyers has been
•10 a standing disgrace to our state. deeply imprested with the letter of Mr.
If I had to ehooee between biinning up
Carnegie and devoted most of the time
a boy in Maine to-day or in an Arizona
town I hould ebooae the latter. There of the Cabinet meeting Tuesday to its
are more young men■ coming
as [ discussion. Mr. Carnegie represents
-------o up
-r —
drunkarde la thia 8tate to-day then ever perhftp8 the largest shipping interest in
aefove in its bistory.
ri bis. . is ..a herd 1.,
«, and, might
, . therefore
,
*be su
supp
- -I the world
thing to cay, bat ilia a sad fact.'*
posed to be on the side of the railroads
If arc belie*# the words of Mr. Oard who have the power to make preferen
face arc abaU bate to believe th m in tial rates and rebates without limitation
oppoeitioa to eight tenths of the people for him but his advice is as sound and
whom we have met coming from the disinterested us though his interest
W eal, apd what we have seen with our were not involved. He does not repre
own eyee. It ie one thing to condemn sent either any great syndicate of papers
a weaaqye, it is another thing to give and his enlightening contribution on
the people something better to take its this perplexing'and vexatious question
place. Mr. Gardiner stand* at the was sent to the Washington post with
bead of the greatest organisation in the no greater heralding and announcement
Male, iiccpt tha ehurehea, for the up- than the communications of ^ “ Vox
M d h || aid peomotion of the beat in
Populi” nr “ Pro Bono Publico.
fo!cati of the people of thie state. Now
The fate of the rate bill still remains
if ae bMleeea that the liceuse saloon
problematical. That it will pass in
will peamote eobriety and good order,
gome form is doubted by no one
aril deaa our streets of the drunk but the con8trution of the bill and
r, then he ought to have the
its efficacy depends in a great, mea
t f hi* eoaviction and say so.
sure upon the amendments proposed
The w ad resubmisaion has a harmto the Hepburn bill as it passed the
aad the people who are clamthe House. Almost every Senator who
for It ears nothing for resubmiehas spoken thus far has had amend
im accept what may follow. Mr.
ments to propose but it is really the
QNndlaer eaye that the drunken bum is
question of the rights of the Courts to
Wiethipg entirely unknown in the far
review the decision of the commission
~~
W* ate wondering how far
affecting rates which will hold up the
I t mast be farther than the
passage of the bill indefinitely. Mr.
mae hea gone. We travelled six
Tillman has been violently engaged
lays aad eights in a westerly course
this week in trying to force a date for a
i fow yearn ago over the beat steam
vote on the bill but he has been sup
oadi, ears hauled by the best steam
ported by neither party in the Senate.
in the world, and we didn't get
Mr. Bailey of Texas who is one of the
the open saloon and the bumbest constitutional lawyers in the Sen
ate has been absent on account of the
foirt a word here about the smoking
death of his father and there could be
p bummer that Mr. Gardiner speaks
no expectation of the bill reaching a
focal in Maiaa. We didn't rid* in a
vote before he had been heard on the
maker in the far West bat we recollegal questions involved. The situa
eel distinctly of taking a diet class
tion in the Senate with regard to this
Mceeagev ear over the Rock Island
bill has changed greatly m the last
eAfoad eut of MI Peso, Texas, one
fortnight end at the present time the
w i n aad a drunken bummer, I proDemocrats are divided worse than the
MM Bke the one that Mr. Gardiner
Republicans were while the work of
afore to la a Maine smoker, took a
solidifying the Republicans iu going on
•at ju st opposite us in the ear. It was
„tirf.ctoiily. The bill, it i« eutmieed.
Uideut foam bis frequent hiccoughs that
i r i g b t come to » eote now end teceiee
p had found whiskey in the “ far
the vote of forty-five Republicene end
ffeeC* 'Shortly after taking his seat
sixteen or seventeen Democrats, whic
■ a warm ear bis stomach was releived
would eliminate the argument that it is
if Ms laet meal and “ far West" whisa partisan measure and temporarily nd
and this in a first class passenger
it of the accusation of being a question
aaeb la the “ for West".
of politics.
O a oar return trip we reached Kanm m f Missouri about noon ap-nt the
iflmaooa in this eity. Here we saw a
There is a repetition of the rumor
level eight, A man standing iu the that Attorney General Moody will releer af a glided saloon inviting every- 1tire from the Cabinet about July first
m who famed to come in and get a and that be will be succeeded by
M ok, naming over the different kinds Charles J. Bonaparte now Secretary of
they had in stock. When this the Navy. It is also reported that
to hie supper he put another George L. VonMeyer at present United
iu ble peace that kept up the tame States Ambassador to St. Petersburg
until 1st* into the night, will be invited to accept the Navy port
lorn Mr. Gardner want to see this folio. Mr. Bonaparte is considered one
teat enacted in Maine ? Our boye of the lawyers in the country and as
eve never seen a eight like this, and there is no man in the Cabinet for
re doubt if the oldest man in Maine whom the President has greater admira
Mow a word about the drunkards
ml Maine w making. We have been
I close touch with »he jail in this
ratty for the last fifteen years. We
aveu't the exact figures at hand but
• think it k safe to say that the numnr of drank* committed to our jail for
to last fifteen yean has been two
toasaad, and right tenths of thia num• r have some from foreign countries,
rhkk have open saloon or license
tatee. W hat k true of this jail, we
elkve, will hold true of all the jails in
to state of Maine. If Maine prohibi••y liquor law k making more drunkada than the licence saloon of Boston
r 9 k John, it k a little singular that
ro get so fow from the former and so
stay from the two latter places. Thu
•Ik of Mr. Gardiner's sounds a good
leal like political buncombe and in our
pinko k no oredit to the Grange
rganixation in the state of Maine, of
rhich Mr. Gardner is at the head.
IU smart up-to-date women of to-day,
Cnow how to bake, wash, sing and to

pky;

Without these talents a wife is N. G.
Jnkea aha take* Rocky Mountain Tea.
Robert J . Cochran.

tion and respect and none in whom he
has greater confidence and as the A t
torney Generalship is now one of the
most difficult positions in the Csbinet it
is believed that Mr. Bonaparte is bis
first choice for the place. There is a
reasonable decree of certainty that Mr.
Taft will accept the seat on the SupL e bench and this will leave another
Cabinet position open. Charles Magoon
Governor General <f the Isthmus ef
Panama it spoken of for the vacancy in
the W ar Department. Mir. Magaon
has been identified with the war De
partment for a long time first as law
officer of the bureau of Insular affairs
and be is a warm friend of Secretary
Taft who will pftbably recommend him
for the place which be will leave vacant
in caso he accepts the Supreme Court
Judgeship.
The Committee of the House has
agreed to favorably report the bill re
moving the internal revenue tax from
denatured alcohol. This bill has been
vigorously opposed by the Standard
Oil interests for it is predicted that if it

passes there will be a revolution in
heating, lighting and furnishing fuel
for motors. By removing the tax this
alcohol can be put on the market much
cheaper than kerosene, oil or gasoline.
It can be manufactured from any grain,
vegetable, root or fruit containing
starch and will be inestimable value to
farmers and ranchmen far removed from
cities. It has already piovoked considerable debate but if it passes it will
go into effect three months from its
date t f passage.

Free Alcohol for Industry.
A bill has been introduced in con
gress by Representative Calderhead of
Kansas removing the tax on grain
alcohol used in the industries, It is
provided in this bill that such alcohol
shall be rendered unfit for drinking
purposes by a process of deeaturization,” and a penalty of fine and im
prisonment is imposed for any attempt
to make it drinkable again. Benjamin
Standis Baker in ths Boston Tran
script :
“ 1 he annual use of high proof or
commercial alcohol for industrial pur
poses [in the United States] is about
10,000,000 gallons. The internal
revenue law lays a tax of $1.10 on each
gallon of ‘proof,’ or 50 per cent alcohol.
Commercial alcohol is 94 per cent pure
alcohol (the rust being water) and the
tax on each gallon of this is therefore
“bout $2.07. The price of commercial
alcohol is about 92.60. The amount
of fusel oil used in the industries is not
accurately known, but its rise in price,
from 55 cents a gallon in 1898 to 9.50
now, due to the increase in demand,
shows how greatly the supply is over
taxed. Of wood alcohol there is an
annual production of about 10,000,000
gallons, the price being 70 to 75 cents
a gallon. Experts of the department of
agriculture report that under present
conditions alcohol testing 94 per cent
could be made and sold at a profit for
10 to 15 cents a gallon if it were not
taxed by the government. It can be
sold at this price even when made from
corn worth 25 to 35 cents a bushel.
“ Here, then, we have the govern
ment taxing what is practically a raw
material, laying a tax as burdensome to
hundreds of industries, and just as fool
ish as would be a tax on every ton of
coal mined. The only objections to re
moving the tax, the only objections,
that is, except those from monopolies,
are the loss of revenue to the govern
ment, and the need of making alcohol
freed from the tax undrinkable, so that
the liquor business shall not escape pro
per taxation. The loss of revenue is
debatable, but whatever it is, it should
be made up in some other way than
taxing a raw material of the importance
ef alcohol. On the second head, com
mercial alcohol can be made unfit for
drinking, or ‘denaturized,’ in a variety
of ways, such as are prescribed by for
eign governments. The addition of a
small per cent-—
-2 to 5—of wood alco
hol will suffice, and Dr. Wiley, of the
agricultural department, holds that
while such denaturized alcohol could be
made drinkable again, the cost of the
process would make it unprofitable.”
There should be no hesitation is so
modifying the present law as to allow
the use of alcohol as fuel and for man
ufacturing purposes, says the Phila
delphia Record:
“ It is quite as cheap as gasoline,
and much less dangerous. But the
makers of wood r.l:ohol and manufact
urers of gasoline ire making stout
opposition to any aoatement of the tax
on grain alcohol. As long as the enor
mous tax remains undisturbed it makes
a secure market for their inferior pro
ducts.”
The us6 of free alcohol in the indust
ries would >fd temperance, since the
more is bfcfted, the less will be drunk.
I t would also strengthen our industrial
position by increasing our fuel supply.
—Boston Transript.

“ The effects of quicksilver or mer
cury, however are no less terrible, the
direct results of exposure to mercury
being inflammation of the tissue of the
mouth, loss of the teeth and hair,
paralysis, and extreme weakness of the
intellectual faculties.
Fortunately,
mercury may be eliminated from many
trades, but it is necessary in many oth
ers, as in the treatment of precious
metals, construction of barometers and
thermometers, bronze work, damask
eening of rifles, and so forth.
“ The horrible list does not stop here,
however, and we find that there are no
less than twenty-seven trades which
are exposed to arsenical poisoning
The workmen who prepare this met
alloid or its compounds, the aniline
trade and the trades which use aniline
colors, confectioners, and manufacturers
of artificial flowers are all exposed to
his poison.
“ Sulphide of carbon also cuts a wide
swath among the persons employed in
the rubber trade, and the report says
that out of every one hundred persons
employed in rubber factories every year
there are sixteen who are diseased by
sulpho-caibonate. Considering other
trades we find that those producing
benzine, petroleum, essence of tur
pentine, alcohol and perfumes are like
wise exposed to chemical poisons of
different sorts. Thus the dilation of tar
produces ammoniac vapors, sulphuric
and Bulphurour acids, carbouic acid,
and other poisonous products which
cause bronchitis, conjunctivitis, and
headace, the same dangers being pres
ent in the m anufacture of paraffin and
phenol acid.
“ The dilation of the essence of tur
pentine produces headache and vomit
ing, at the same time seriously affecting j
the nervous system in general. The
vapors of benzine cause sever intoxica
tion frequently ending in epilepsy, and
the pulmonary affections caused by
inhaling dust particles are responsible
for thousands of deaths every year.
“ The workers in porcelain, china,
and pottery factories, those engaged in
making lime and cemmt, glass and
marble cutters, miners, bakers and
linen weavers contract consumption as
a direct result of breathing in the fine
particles of matter which impregnate
the air around them. But the authors
of the report say that they were par
ticularly impressed by the fact that in
all the trades where tuberculosis is
caused by dust particles there was an
almost total absence of hygienic pre
vention, tproper ventilation, or any
protective measuse whatever.”
— Las Novedades.

“ Paris has only 17,000 bakers and
14,500 butchers, but it has 33,000
saloons. In the whole of France 160,000 persons are employed in making
bread, but 500,000 are employed in
saloons. An additional fact is that
one-twentieth of the voters of the coun
try are employed in this business
There are saloons for all classes and for
all purses, and many in the large cities
have become nothing more nor less than
gambling hells in which one may try
his luck as merrily as possible. But
the greatest evil is that the tavern of
the faubourg, of the great city, of the
village, has become a meeting place for
the people ; the saloon is no longer a
place in which to drink—it is a place
in which to spend a large portion ot
one's time. Thus little by little the
saloons have become public institutions,
institutions which everything conspires
to develop—even the apparent interest
of the state. For it must not be for
gotten that the saloon pays not only
the octroi, or city taxes, it also pays a
license, the taxes on drinks and alcohal
as well as other charges which indirect
ly affect all landlords and tenants.
“ Fifty years sgo only three quarts of
liquor per head were consumed in
France, but today we have nine quarts
per head. Fifty years ago bitters and
absinthe wree unknown, but today
“ MAC. Leon and Maurice BonnefT France consumes over sixty million
recently published a book which con quarts of these beverages. And the
tains the results of an investigation of evil is so great today that private in
the so-called professional diseases. itiative can not check it—we must turn
The different diseases ar • couriered in I to the state. The only thing that can
the order of their importance, and the do a vay with a portion of the evil is to
os i ( t licenses, remove the saloons
first discussed we find to be tb »iiom
the neighborhood in which crowds
affections which are produced by poi
collect, decree that the trade can not be
soning from white lead. According to plied by suspicious characters, and bar
the report there are no less than 138 the road to the tavern so far as in
fades which are menaced by this corrigible drunkards are concerned.
poison, the effects of the mineral being In addition to this stringent laws must
be passed making drunkenness a
destruction of the stomach, teeth, liver,
punishable offense ”
producing albuminuria, paralysis, and —Revue Bleue, Paris.
other diseases. But still more serious
are the conditions produced by lead
A R K ER ’S
HAIR BALAAM
powders and lead gases, the victims be
Clean*?* end l/e*utifV. »• h*!r.
rromolfl • luxuriant R. .-th.
ing the men who work with electric
N ever Fail* to R estore G ray
H a ir to it* Y outhful Color.
accumulators, in lead foundries, in the
Cure* *ealp diMSM* * heir iiUixs.
jOc^and fl.00 «t Drugjlitt
typographic trades, and many others.
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Looking for a Safe and Profitable Investment bear
ing a Dividend on its Stock as large as that of
any other Manufacturing Industry in the
United States, Should send for a
Prospectus of the Cantelo Mfg. Co.
at once.
The residents of Maine are given the preference of buying this stock, first,
because they are naturally interested in the commercial growth of their own
State, and second, because the factory is easyily accessible for investigation by
them.
The Cantelo Mfg. Company is organized under the laws of Mains, with
factory at Lebanon, Me., run by water power, located on the Boston and
Maine R. R. with a spur track. This ladder f a c to ry is the largest in the
world, has a present capacity to turn out 10,ooe FEE 1'of P A T E N T E D
ST E E L LADDERS D A ILY . These patenter! Steel Step Ladders and
Extension Didders are superior to wooden ladders in strength, lightness,
rigidity, neatness and safety; will neither rust, rot, warp, split, nor become
rick it y. can be manufactured for much less than wooden ladders, consequent
ly can be sold cheaper at much greater profit. The demand for the steel stepladders is so great, that the company is now extending its equipment, ma.
chinery, etc., to double its capaoity, which should yield a N E T PR O FIT
TO STOCK HOLDERS OF NOT LESS T H A N 25 P E R CENT. ON
EV ERY D O LLA R IN V E S T E D .
This company owns and controls all the basic patents on these ladders in
this and foreign countries.
The business of this company is conducted on sound* and conservative
principles and is its intention to eventually control the ladder busiuess of the
United States, which means an output of 89,518,000 feet of labders per year
(U. S. Statistics).

N O W IS T H E T IM E TO A C T !
I t is not alone the dividend one receives from the investment but also the
benefit from the increase in value of the stock, which gees to par at the con
clusion of the sale of its present allotment.

Shares of Stock now 50c, Par value $L 00.
5 0 0 ,0 0 0 shares o f this stock have already been sold at 5 0 c per
share. A few thousands shares are offered to the people o f Maine
at the same price, the books will then be closed and no more stock
will be offered for less than par, $ '.0 0 per share.
For prospectus and other information, address the Boston office,

CANTELO MFG. CO.,
BOSTON, MASC,

\e% C o u r t

Notice.

Notice.

Houlton, Me., March 2nd, 1900.
To the Selectmen ot Houlton.
I hereby request permission to erect one,
dwelling house, 2 1-2 stories high of nine
rooms, on my land on Northerly side of
Riverside Street.
J ohn S. Murray .

To the Selectmen of the Town of Iloulton, In
the Couuty of Aroostook and State of Maine.
The Maine and New 'Brunswick Electrical
Power Company, Limited, a corporation ex
isting bv law, hereby petitions your Honorable
Boaix! for a permit to erect, establish, construct
and maintain poles, wires, lines, fixtures, in d
appliances, for the transmission of electricity
for the purpose of furnishing light and power
npou, along, over and across, the following
highways, streets of said Town of Houlton,
to wit ; —The Presque Isle Road or North
Street, so-called, from the North line of said
Town of Houlton to its junction with Maple
Street, so-called ; Maple Street, so-called,
from its junction with the Presque Isle Road
or North Street, so-called, to land of Houlton
Water Company ; the Ludlow Road, so-called,
from its junction with the Presque Isle Road
or North Strict, so-called, to and across the
right of way of the Bangor and Aroostook
Railroad Company.
And 3'our petitioner prays that your Honor
able Board may grant to suck permit, in accord
ance with the Statute ia gush case made and
provided.
Dated at Presque Isle iti said County of
Aroostook, this second day of April, A. D.
1906.
Maine and New Brunswick Electrical
Power Company, Limited.
By
A R T H U R R. GOULD
Manageing Director.

On the foregoing petition of John S. Mur
ray, ordered, that a L arin g on same will be
had at the Selectmen's Office in Houlton, on
Monday the 23rd. day of April, A. 1). 1906, at
nine o’clock in the forenoon, that a copy of
said petition and this order of notice be pub
lished three times in succession prior to said
hearing in the Aroostook Times, that all in
terested may then appear and be heard.
Houlton, Maine, April 4th, 1906.
FRA N K A. P E A B O D Y .) Selectmen
1IJA LM AK
ED BLA D. J
of
H A RRY R. B U R L E IG H .) H o lto n .

Notice.
Houlton, Me., March 26th, 1906
To the Selectmen of Houlton.
We hereby request peimission'to erect one
store house, one and one-half stories high,
22 x 26. Being a wooden building oovered
with shingles. .Situated South of the Monson
Bakery on the South end of the lot.
McGary Bros.
On the foregoing petition of McGary Bros.,
ordered, that a hearing on same will be had at
the Selectmen’s office in Houlton, on Monday
the 23rd, day of April, A. f>. 1906, at nine
o'clock ifi the forenoon, that a copy of said
petition and this order of notice be published
three times in succession prior to said hearing
in the Aroostook Times, that all interested
may then appear and be heard.
Iloulton, Maine, April 4th, 1906.
FRANK A. .PEABODY. I Selectmen
HJALMAR EDBLAD. 1
of
Iloulton.
........RL
LEIGH. |
H A R R Y R. BU

WANTED.
I.ady or gentleman of fair education to
travel for firm of $250,000 Capital. Salary
$1,072 per year, payable weekly. Expenses
advanced. Address Geo. G. Clows, Houlton,
Me.

FOR RENT.

Upon the foregoing petition, o r d e r e d ;
That a public hearing b« held at the office
of the Selectmen of Houlton, on Monday the
Seventh day of May, A. I). 1900, at nine
o’clock in the forenoon, at which time and
place, residents and property ownert upon and
along the highways ana streets to ae affected
thereby, and all other persons inter* sted, shall
liave full opportunity to show cause why such
permit should not be granted.
And that public notice thereof be given by
publishing a copy of said petition and of this
order thereon, three successive weeks in the
Aroostook Times, a newspaper (Tinted in
said Town of Houlton, the last publication to
be at least fourteen days before said hearing.
Given under our hands at said Houlton,
this 4th, day of April, A. D. 1906.
FRANK A. P EA B O DY . ) Selectmen
HJALMAR
EDBLAD. V
of
HARRY R. B UR LE I G H . ) Houlton.

Notice of Foreclosure.
The A rthur Bell farm situated 1 1-2 miles
Whereas John G. Hoyt of Montioello, in the
from the Littleton station. 90 acres under
cultivation, 20 acres ploughed and ready for county of Aroostook and State of Maine, by
potatoes. For terms apply on the premises or his mortgage deed dated March 1, 1896, and
reoorded in the Aroostook Registry of Deeds
at T, V. Doherty, Houlton Maine.
in V#l. 148 Page 168, coaveyed to Alexander
Easier of Washburn, in said county, the fol
lowing described real estate situated in said
On April 1st, on the Calais road between town of Washburn, viz,—that part of lot
George Merritt’s x-esidence and Park St. a numbered five (5) in section three (3) in said
ladies black fur. The finder would confer a town of Washburn which lies south of the
favor on the owner byjeaving the same at Aroostook River. Also lot numbered nine (9)
in Township numbered twelve (12) Range
Berry A Taylor’s Store.
three (3), now Mapleton, county and btate
aforesaid. Con tailing in both of said described
parcels two hundred and twenty-five acres
Mrs. A. S. Atwood of No. 3 Highland Ave. more or less. Being the premises commonly
offers her piano for sale. Cflickering upright. known as the “ Tack Plaqe” and the same
conveyed to said Hoyt by the Houlton Savings
Price 875.00. Also couch bed for sale.
Bank, said mortgage being given to secure a
part of the purchase money paid therefor.
And whereas the said Alexander Easier by
his assignment dated March 1,1895, recorded
A girl for general house work. Apply at in said Registry Vol. 133 Page 32, assigned
Doctor Dickison. la w n Street, Iloulton, Me. said mortgage and the debt thereby secured to
the Houlton Savings Bank.
Mother Gray's Sw eet Powders for
Now therefore, the condition of said mort
gage is broken, bv reason whereof said Houl
Children.
ton Savings Bank claims a foreclosure of the
Successfully used by Mother Gray, nurse in same, and give this notice for that purpose.
the Children’s Home in New York, Cures lUloulton, Maine, April 4,1906.
H O ULTO N SA V IN G S
BANK,
Feverishness, Bad Stomach, Teething Dis
By its Attorneys,
orders, move and regulate the Bowels and
P o w e r s & A k q iiib a l d .
Destroy Worms. Over 30,(MX) testimonials.
They never fail. A t all Druggists, ‘25c.
Sample F R E E . Address Allen S. Olmsted,
Le Roy, N. Y.
8wbs.
In the town of Littleton, a farm consisting
of 140 acres, about 85 cleared. Buildings in
fair condition. I .and lays level and well
watered. Two miles from Littleton Station,
two miles from starch factory and potato
house. School bouse on the farm. Consider
able lumber and wood on the plaoe. Cut
about 40 tons of liay last year, and raised 300
bushels of grains, and lOuO barrels of potatoes.
Can rent all the land for $ 10.00 per acre.
This farm will be sold on reasonable terms.
Apply to John A. Linton, Littleton, Me. or
at Times Office.

LOST.

For Sale.

Girl Wanted.

Farm For Sale.

A. J. FULTON.
Physician and
Surgeon,

BL&INE

MAINE

N bxt D ook to P ost Offic «.

Ask for Allan’s Foot-Ease, a Powder.

W ANTED

Polite, smart and active house to house
canvassers. Very liberal tonus. Apply to the
Portland Flavoring Co. 208 Commercial St.,
Portland, Me.

It makes walking easy. Cures Corns.
Bunions, Ingrowing Nuies, Swollen and
.Sweating feet. A t all Druggists and Shoe
Stores, 25c. Don’t accept any substitute.
.Sample FR E E . Address Alien S. Olmsted,
Between George F. MerriCFs and Lowell E .
Le Roy, N. Y.
8wks. Chandlers' I ley wood St., on Sunday, a dark
neck fur, and a roll of music. Finder will
i 'y u y - P e c t o r u l lle lie T c * R i g h t A w » .
please return same at Berry & Taylor's Dry
to d m akes a speedy end of cooshs and colds
Goods .Store.

Lost.

ITh« Aroostook Times

Grange News.
Potatoes Take An Up Turn,
New York, Mch. 30. Potatoes took
a jum p this week and up state stock,
Maine and Michigan in bulk in the
yards brings $2.50 with very few cars
la the yards. The scarcity is looker
upon as only temporary. The country
loads are in such bad condition that it
is almost impossible for farmers to get
te the station with their potatoes and
that has cot the supply down. This
advance has been spread broadcast and
shippers in the country are refusing to
make any prices tor future delivery.
It is almost impossible to buy Maines
Bow eaospt for spot cash, which makes
that so high that receivers are a little
afraid of them. One of the heaviest re
ceivers in town endeavored to get Maine
shippers to name a price for this week’s
shipment and a price would only be

made from day to day.
It k the general impression that the
foods will be in good shape within 10
days or two weeks and that there are
plenty of potatoes up the state. In
Michigan it is a different story. The
supply them i*4 not as large as was
thought even a month ago. The D. 1
Wyganf Co., which operates at Cadfilm and at Brutus, epoit that it is al
BMSt impossible to get cars and the de
mand for Michigan potatoes going west
and south is unususL The houses are
potting 60c. a bushel f. o. b. I t is be
Saved that for two or three weeks at
least tbs potato market will be consid
erably firmer and there are those who
pmdiet a $3 market.
On the other hand, people who are
BWM conservative say that it is doubtfo] if over $2.50 can be realized the
last of the season. These high prices
hero will atari the stock to the New
York market and some receivers claim
liars is plenty of it up the state
When formers can get the price, even
though the roads are bad, they will
manage soms way to get the stock to
the market. There are about two
months yet in which potatoes can be
marketed, and if there is no mistake in
the estimate of the stock up the state
tfosaa will be enough to keep the mar-

hat fohrly steady.
■, Mch. 30.—The potato mar

ket has shown signs of life for the first
t e e for weeks and prices have advanced
about 5c. during the past week. Wed
nesday fancy Green Mountains were
bringing 80 at 70c., with Hebrons 66
at $$0* Many inquires from New York,
Philadelphia and interior markets have
bean received and quite a few sales
have been made for these points It
appears th a t the western bears got in
tts ir press work in good shape in refer
ence to big supplies there. Maine
dealers are quick to notice the sunshine
m l Uave advanced their prices accordfagly. The end of the foreign shipplng season has also had its effect in
t e & f up the market.
-,lh a artiele in last week’s News ad
vising York state shippers to get some
Btw Mood in their stock and purchase
iced from Aroostook growers is ap
preciated here. Long Island growers
am wise enough to plant the Maine
spud with the result that their potatoes
bring 85 at 40c. more than those from
other parts of the stats. The yeild end
quality of northern Maine potatoes are
not excelled in the country. Virgin
aril produces the best of spuds and the
progressive former realizes the worth oi
t$isstatem ent. Said a large dealer:
••The New* hit the nail on the head
when it advised York state farmers to
pet a new brand of seed either from
pilftklgan or Maine. I have had pota
toes from there and know their failings
'for Mameitos have a long hand when it
to quality. They should make
•hinge this season.”

Buying Own Product.
Msskogse, I. T.. Mch. 29.—There
i t a concerted effort on the part of
Muahogw ahippers to indues Indian
Territory people to appreciate the val
ve of the potato crop of the South. It
dtveloped that last year one firm in
lCoakogee shipped 40 cars of potatoes
to Maine. These potatoes were event
ually shipped to Galveston via boats
•ad to Muskogee again by rail, appear
log this time under a fancy name.
The potatoes were raised within 10
miles of Muskogee and after being
shipped all over the country came back
with a “ title” to be bought at fancy
prieea by the producers in the same
grids from which they had been ship-

ped.
The Arkansas River Shipping A mo
elation is planting potatoes in large
quantities this year and expects to ship
1,000 cars from the early June digging,
which will be early enough to both
guarantee a fancy price foi early pota
toes and a second crop on the srme
piece of ground.
It was also found that 100 cars ship
ped to Memphis lest year w ere distrib
uted over Tennessee and Georgia,
where they were sold at fancy prices.
These potatoes keep just as w ell in In
dian Territory as elsewhere and an ef
fort will be made to at least keep
enough at home for seed during th e
pitaent year and not pay the freight on
a tein to the northern states and back

-P

—N. Y. Produce News.
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TH E NEW WAY TO CURE D Y SPEPSIA

Who Puts
Up Your

PEPSO ID S DESTROY D ISEASE GERM S OF THE STOM ACH . TRY A B O TTLE-FR EE.

A brand that is a brand
Is a guarantee of excel

Prescriptions ?

P epsoids cu re th e w orst form s of Dysp ep sia a n d all o th e r A cu te o r C hronic
S totnach D isorders by rep a irin g th e w orno u t lin in g of th e sto m ach a n d destroys
all disease germ s. D yspepsia o nce cured
in th is w ay n ev er retu rn s. Pepsoids is
n o t a p a te n t m ed icin e, b u t th e successful
p rescrip tio n of Dr. O idm an w ho has
cured
th o u sa n d s of cases of C hronic
S tom ach T roubles, am o n g th e m C ancer
Of th e S tom ach. I t cost m ore m oney to
produce Pepsoids th a n a n y sim ilar prepaCation on th e m a rk e t, ow ing to th e la rg e

lence. I t stands for rep
utation — quality —unchangeablcnegt,.
That
means—

O ur prescription departm ent
is particularly well equipped.
W e m ake a specialty of p re
scription work, and g u aran tee
accuracy.

q u a n tity of th e p u rest P epsin an d o th e r ex pensive d ru g s each ta b le t co n tain s, (see
form ula on b o ttle.) P epsoids are sold a t 50
cen ts a b o ttle on an absolute g u a ra n te e to,
cure, or m oney refu n d ed . W e w ill sen d
:e you
-----1----------~A r*--'—1
y>u, if
have n o—
t used
Pepsoids before,
a 50-cent b o ttle F R E E ; m erely send us
your nam e an d address, an d you w ill receive p ro m p tly a full sized b o ttle. Y o u do
not obligate yourself to pay a cent. A ll we
ask afte r P epsoids have cu red o r g re a tly
ben efitted yon is, th a t you reco m m en d
P epsoids to y o u r frien d s. E v ery m a n

o r w om an now h as th e o p p o rtu n ity of
possessing a stro n g an d h e a lth y stom ach . W ill you g rasp it? P eople w ith
w eak . stom achs are alw ays
, in m isery.
c people
P epsoids have m ade th o u sa n d s of
., giving
— .1-------h ap p y kby
th e m w«hat- -n a*tu re rin ten d ed everyone should possess—a strong
an d h e a lth y stom ach, so as to en jo y th e
best th e re is in life. T ry Pepsoids to-day,
p rice o nly 50 ce n ts a bo ttle at d ru g store.
O r you m ay have a full sized b o ttle free by
w ritin g th e M edical D epartm ent of The
Vio C hem ical Co., Chicago, 111.
7

Sold and recommended by R O B T . J. C O C H R A N , Houlton, K IN C A ID & W IL S O N , M a rs Hill,

•

Best, Pure, clean, sound
W in te r w heat direct
from finest farms m akes

A SK Y O U R D O CTO R
B ring your prescriptions to us.
Prices rig h t.

The Cochran
Drug Store.
Almon H. F oggCo.

W ater St. H oulton, Me.

Tow n Talk”Flour

Selling Agents at
Queen

Insurance

Cmpany

HOULTON,

The greatest bread,
biscuit, cake and pastry
maker ever milled.

JM A IN E.

Of America.
A SSETS DEC., 31., 1905.
Mortgage Loans on Real Estate
$71,000
(first liens)
6,066,854
Stocks and Bonds
163.788
Cash in Office and in Banks,
Agents’ Balances and Uncol
462,040
lected Premiums
77,023
Accrued Interest
l >ue for Re-Insurance on Losses
309
Paid

00
79
12

County Treasurer’s
Office.

Houlton, March 15,1906.
88
The following list contains the amount of
52 costs allowed in each criminal case by the
24 County Commissioners at their March session
of 1906.
$6,841,016 55 j Names
Gross Admitted Assets
Amount
$19 66
Jack ^ell
L IA B IL IT IE S DEC. 31 1905.
$253,588 231 Ollie Brown
Vet Unpaid Losses,
4 66
2,715,952 85 |
Unearned Premiums
11 72
Adolf Cyr
130.789 71 Michael Depre
Vll other Liabilities,
8 24
5 65
John
Dunn
3,100,620
79
Total
1, 000,000 00 Joseph Fortier
6 17
(’ash Capital,
2,740,685 76 Solomon Freeman, Jr.
urplus over all Liabilities
7 68
6 04
$6,841,016 55 Mony Gagnon
4 79
Richard Grant
GEO. S. G E N T L E , Agent, Houlton, Me.
* 81
William Hinch
(13
5 82
Pete Martin
7 68
George Michaud Jr.
S T A T E M E N T U N IT E D STA TES
4 53
John Mitchell
BRA NCH
1 55
Pete Nadeau & als.
6 02
Royal Insurance Company
Inez Phalr
Mrs. Florie Plourde
17 29
Of Liverpool, Eng.
8 05
Percy Rowe
A SSETS, 31 Dec., 1905.
Moses Seamons
4 88
Rea) Estate owned by the Com
Moses Seamons
4 27
pany, unincumbered,
$2,583,564.88
10 92
Philix Thibodeau
liOans on Bonds and mortgages,
6 55
(first liens)
320,000.00 Moody Tompkins
Stocks and Bonds owned by the
Albert Wyman
12 00
Company, Market value,
4,194,799.881 Intoxicating Liquors
472 53
Cash in Company’s principal
office and in bank,
430,914.80
645 21
Interest due and accrued,
49,245.98j
Premiums in due course of col
FRANK A. GELLERSON.Connty Treas.
lection,
821,691.76
Other property,
29,714.38
Aggregate of all the admitted
assets of the Company at
their actual value,
$8,429,931.68
L IA B IL IT IE S , 31 DEC., 1905.
Net amount of unpaid losses
and claims,
$313,173.93
Amount required to safely rein
sure all outstanding risks,
4,727,869.45
All other demands against the
Company
viz: commis
sions, etc.,
413,387.97
Total umount of liabilities, ex
cept capital stock and net
SnrplUS,
Surplus beyond capital,

R eal

E s ta te .

Modern Home $,3900.

New House

$1800.00

For Sale.

American Central Ins. Co.
Of SL Louis, Mo.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1905.
$7,500 00
Mortgage Loans,
170,000 00
Collateral Leans.
3,528,87*
17
Stocks and Bonds,
233,815 58
C u b in Office and Bank,
321.008 47
Agents’s Balances,
Gross Assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

$4,261,202 22
21,241 87

Hotel Exchange, Island Falls, Me.. In
thriving Aroostook village, land, buildings,
and equipment complete. Contains 24 sleep
ing rooms, has modern oonvenisnoes. Doing
a good business and ready to step right into
If you are looking for a good hotal this will
interest you. Moderate in price and terms.
TH EO . J. FOX,
Real Estate Broker,
Houlton, Me.
Telephone 13—3.

As a result of recent tests
made by them, the United
States government food ex
perts reported as follows:

CO ., M illers Agents Houlton, Me.

Eveans Potato Planter
FOR 1906 ! ! !

"Owing to its superior di
gestibility fine ground flour
contributes more to the body
in the way of energy and flesh
forming stuff that is obtain
able from an equal quantity
of ‘graham’ or ‘entire wheat’
flour.’’

Lily White
*• The Floor the Best Cook# U se”

Being fine ground flour, is
therefore, more wholesome
and nutritious than the socalled " health flours.’’
TOR SALE BY

$3,900 buys a bedutiful residence located in
one of the best neighborhoods, within five
minutes walk of Poet Office and business
section, and in a location where values are oa
the increase. I offer a comparatively new
house, bontaining 13 rooms, finished in butter
nut, and can easily be arranged for two
families ; stone and cemented cellar under
furnace in same. Owner can live downstairs
and rent upstairs. If you are looking for a
thoroughly desirable and modern house of
5,454,431.35 superior construction and pleasing design, let
2,975,500.33j me show you this property, i t is bound to
please you. Terms easy if desired

Aggregate amount of liabilities,
inducting net surplus,
$8,429,931.68
Two-story, modern, 8-room house, hard
FIELD & COWLES, M a n ag e rs,
wood finish, substantial cement oellar, and
Boston, Mass. city
water. Built last year. Easy terms.
GEO. S. G E N T L E , Agent, Houlton, Me.
TH EO . J . FOX.
313

JO H N W A T S O N

W. L. McGEE
K endall S

Central Stables
Market Square,

A m ong the m any improvements for this season are the follow
ing :— T h e Kvans is equipped with two sets of picker arm s which
will take care of any size of seed. T h e old crooked shifter arm has
been retired and now both wheels are made drivers, g iv in g a d irect
draft from both wheels. Consider this carefully, as the B r a n s is now
H e a d q u a rte rs for B oarding, B ait
the only potato planter with direct draft from both wheel*. T h e old
ing, and S tabling. Livery and
ru n n er support has been laid aside, and a lighter device is now used,
Sale Stable in connection.
which, with the narrow ing up of the furrow opener, gives th e maC apacity over sixty good stalls chine a m uch lighter draft and stra ig h te r rows, and the loose dirt
including roomy box stalls, with falling in upon the seed, and the spreader now used in the fertilizer
carriage room. T h e best spout aaill completely overcome the old objection, sometimes raised,
of the fertilizer coming in contact with the seed.
care tak e n day and night.
| Behind the E v a n s P la n te r is a company capitalized at P'ifteen
Prices m oderate. ’Phone 3-1 r.
; Million Dollars, the largest m anufacturers of seeding m achines in the
I world, and with the very best m echanics in th eir factory th a t can be
obtained. T h e y have been determ ined to make the P.va
tlie best
potato planter on the m arket, and now we believe this has been a c 
complished. T h e dem and has been grea ter th an ever this season, and
now we can boast of some of the best A g e n ts in the State, and several
Assessors’ Notice.
new dealers have ta k e n hold of it. In conclusion we h ave only this
The Assessors of the Town of Houlton to say, if you intend to buy a planter this season, be sure and give the
hereby give notice to all persons liable to taxa
tion in said Town, that they will be in session E v ans a trial, and bear in mind th a t behind this planter stands one
at the Selectmen’s Office in said 'Town, on the
Second day of April, at nine o'clock, A. M., of the largest companies in the world who propose to give you th e
for the purpose of receiving lists of the polls best planter made, and if it is not all right in evei v respect, th ey are
and estate* taxable lu said Town.
All such persons are hereby notified to able and willing to m ake it right.

HOULTON, MAINE

S T A T E OF M A INE.
To
the
Honorable,
the Judge of the Probate
Admitted Assets,
$4,239,96035
Court, in and for the County of Aroostook :
L IA B IL IT IE S DEC. 31, 1905.
Respectfully Represents Delina Theriault of
N et Unpaid Losses,
$146,91968Grand Isle, Guardian of Annie Theriault,
Unearned Premiums,
1,613,37134Denis T heriault Marie Theriault, Anna
All other Liabilities,
48,14127Theri&nlt and Charles Theriault that said
Cash Capital,
1,000,000 00minors are the owners of certain Real Esta
Surplus over all Liabilities,
1,431,518 06 situated in Grand Isle In said County, a u .
described as follows, viz: A port of lot of
Total Liabilities and Surplus,
$4,239,96o 35 land numbered Two Hundred and TwentyEight (228) in Township number eighteen (18)
GEO. S. G EN TLE, Agent, Houlton, Me.
Range three in said county of Aroostook vV.
313
E. L. S. bounded as follows; Beginning at a
point en the South Westerly side of the high
road leading from Van Buren to MauaI he Niagara Fire Insurance way
waska, running across said lot at the center of
Company
a little brook running to the ditch of said
South Westerly side of said road. Thence in
O f N ew York.
a North Westerly direction following the said
ASSETS DEC, 31, 1905.
highway for a distance of Nine (9) rods, thence
and bring to 8&id Assessors true and
$240,000 00 in a South Westerly direction parallel with make
Mortgage Loans.
the said brook for a distance of Five and one perfect lists of tneir polls and all their estates,
4,027,250
00
Stocks and Boods,
69,124 25 half (5 1-2) rods thence in a South Easterly real and .personal, not by law exempt from
Cash in Office and Bank,
which they were possessed of, o r | T r r . 11 v n c r V tf ckrr£xr*xr f i - r v i a
382,979
95 direction and parallel with said highway for taxation,
Agents’ Balances,
a distance of Nine (9) rods to the center of which they held as guardian, executor, ad-| y a l g l l b t S V t J i y Li l i l t ; ,
23,878
27
Interest and Rents,
said brock; thence North Easterly and follow ministrator. trustee or otherwise, on the First
day of April, 1906, and be prepared to make
$4,743,232 47 ing the center of said bnx)k to the said high oath
Gross Assets,
to the truth of the same.
10,946 36 way or plaoe of beginning. That there is
Deduct items not admitted,
When estates of persons deceased have been
not sufficient personal estate to maintain and
educate uiid minor children, that it would be divided during the year, or have elianged
Admitted Assets, $4,732,286 n for the benefit of said minors that said Real hands for any cause, the executor, adminis
trator or other persons interested, are hereby
Estate should be sold for said purposes.
LIABILITIES DEC, 31, 1905.
Wherefore your petitioner prays that she warned to give notice of such change, and in
Net Unpaid Losses,
$ 211,622 13 may be licensed to sell and convey said Real default of such notice will be held under the
Unearned Premiums,
2,210,148 79 Estate at private sale for the purpose aforesaid. tw to pay the tax assessed although such
AUother Liabilities,
60 00
estate lias been wholly distributed and paid
Dated this 14 day of March A. 1). 1906.
Cash Capital,
500,000 00
over.
D
ELIN
A
T
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T
.
Surplus over all Liabilities, * 1,810,455 19
Any person who neglects to comply with
STA T E OF M AINE.
this notice will be DOOM ED to a tax accord
ss. Court of Prolwte, ing to the laws of the State and be l>arrod of
Total Liabilities and Surplus, $4,732,286 11 AROOSTOOK,
the right to make application to the Assessors
March Term, A. D. 1906.
GEO. S. G E N T L E , Agent, Houlton, Me.
Upon the foregoing petition, Ordered, That or County Commissioners for any al*tement
313
said petitioner give notice to all persons in of his taxes, unless he offers such list with his
terested, by causing a copy of the petition and application and satisfies them that he wrs
this order thereon, to be published three weeks unable to offer it at the time hereby appointed.
successively in the Aroostook Times a news
FRANK A. PEA BOD Y , ]
paper published in Houlton, in said County,
H JA L M A K ED B I.A l),
|
This is to certify that I have given that they may apj>ear at a Court of Proliate
HARRY R. BURLEI GH, ) Assessors.
FRANK \V. l ’EAKCE,
my son, Freddie Roach, his time during for said County, to be held at Probate Office
FRED L. P U T N A M .
in Houlton, in said Comity, on the Third
the remainder of his minority and I Tuesday of April next, » tte n o’clock in the
forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
shall not claim any of his wages or pay why the prayer of said jietitioner should not
9LACX CAT BKAMB
Q
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s
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s
th
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r
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|,
any bills contracted by him after this be granted.
KliNOSH A. WJS.
NICHOLAS FESSEN D EN , Judge. In Maine. Send for our Catalogue of Real
Attest: S eth S. T h o r n t o n , Register,
date.
A true oopy of petition and order of Court Bargains. Good faams at all prices from $400
J . M. ROACH,
to$10,000. E. A. M ERRIM AN ,
thoreon.
Real Estate Agent, Madison, Me.
A
ttest;
S
e
t
h
S.
T
h
o
rn
to
n
,
Register.
Merrill P t., Me.
514

CHAS. A. ATHERTON,
Proprietor.

Give our local a g en ts a call, th e y w ill use
Correspondence solicited.
Y ours Truly,

C. F.
PARSONS.
G EA . A G EA T
Do you w a n t th e best w ear
ing and stro n g e st

Freedom Notice.

BOYS’

MONEY-MAKING FARMS

HOSE

For th e m oney ? FOX BEOS,
are sole agents for ‘ Black
C at1’ H osiery and U nderw ear.

Aroostook Times $ 1.00 per Year.

